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by 
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Electrical Engineering 

(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis presents an application of a geographical information system (GIS) in 

propagation prediction. The motivating force behind this work is a need for accurate and 

efficient site specific propagation prediction tools for personal communication system 

(PCS) design. Site specific information including terrain and building attributes is vast and 

complex, and needs specialized handling. A geographical information system provides 

these capabilities, and relieves the propagation analysis tools of the burden of data man

agement. This work focused on harnessing the relevant abilities of a GIS for aiding the 

current propagation prediction software. 

GRASS (Geographical Resources Analysis Support System) GIS has been used 

for data handling, transformation and analysis. Schemes and techniques were developed 

for operations on site specific data as used in propagation prediction. Attention was paid to 

the types of data needed, available data sources and their formats, and the needs of the 

propagation analysis software. These schemes were implemented in the form of several 

new programs that have been integrated with GRASS. Data interfacing is the major func

tion performed by these programs. Building and terrain data may now be exchanged 

between GRASS and AutoCAD, a computer aided design software package. The data 

analysis powers of the GIS were used for estimating diffraction path loss over terrain. The 

results of propagation prediction can be displayed in a graphical manner through the GIS, 

and hardcopy outputs are possible. The work presented here sets the framework for the 

integration of various software modules that can combine to form a propagation prediction 

tool. 
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Application of GIS in Propagation Prediction 

1 Introduction 

Research and developm~nt in the area of wireless communication systems has 

been rapidly growing. Worldwide commercial interests are pushing the technologies of 

mobile radio communications for both voice and data applications. New services with 

higher capacities and better quality are continuously being planned, designed and imple

mented. Since the deployment of the first land mobile radio system in 1921 by the Detroit 

police department [1], both the technology and demand for mobile communication sys

tems grew rapidly. Several small, experimental systems were developed during the next 

few decades in the U.S., Europe and Japan, including the Improved Mobile Telephone 

Service (IMTS) system that demonstrated the abilities of FM communication [2]. While 

these systems did provide essential services to some users, they were limited in their ser

vice coverage, quality and capacity in terms of number of users. 

Portable communications took a big leap with the advent of the so-called "first 

generation cellular" systems. These systems formalized the "cellular concept" of fre

quency reuse for higher capacities with the same spectrum bandwidth. The cellular sys

tems are built up as a set of "cells" or areas that are covered by the same base station. 

While adjacent cells do not use the same frequencies for communication in order to avoid 

excess interference, frequencies are reused in sufficiently distant cells. The system design 

is based on user density, coverage area characteristics and interference trade-offs. As a 

mobile moves from one cell to another while on a call, the cellular system performs a 

"hand-off" by transferring the mobile's responsibility from one base station to another. A 

prime example of first-generation cellular systems is the still-popular Advanced Mobile 

Phone System (AMPS) [3] in the U.S. Similar systems developed in other countries in the 

same generation of technology were the Total Access Communications System (TACS) in 

the UK, the Nordic Mobile Communication System (NMT) in Scandinavia and the Nip

pon Advanced Mobile Telephone System (NAMTS) in Japan. Although these systems can 

not offer unlimited capacity and wire-line quality over wide areas, they are in use cur

rently. 

The "second generation" of wireless information networks promises to improve on 

the facilities provided by the current cellular systems. These include standardization for 

seamless coverage over large areas, better voice quality, higher capacities and new fea

tures such as digital data communication [4]. Several such systems are now on the verge 
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of going public, including the pan·European digital cellular system GSM (Groupe Spe

ciale Mobile), the North American dual-mode cellular system IS-54 (Electronics Industry 

Association Interim Standard 54), the cordless telephone system cn (Cordless Tele

phony - 2) in the U.K., the pan·European cordless system DECT (Digital European Cord

less Telecommunications), and the recent Japanese digital cellular system [4]. 

In order to design and analyze the performance of modern systems in a timely and 

cost-effective manner, new tools and techniques are needed. Software simulation tools are 

popular because of their low cost (due to the fact that they do not require expensive hard

ware experimentation), potentially good quality of prediction, and easy portability and 

expandability. Some drawbacks are a need for validation of results, limited predictability 

of real-world situations from theory, and the consequential reluctance on the users' part to 

accept the results as authoritative. 

Performance prediction of cellular radio systems is a key application for software 

tools. Designers wish to evaluate trade-offs between different system parameters and per· 

formance. A good software design tool enables the designer to do this quickly and reduces 

the development time significantly. This results in a short turn· around time and lower 

development costs. An example of a commercially available software design and analysis 

tool for cellular systems is Cellwork, jointly developed by Moffet, Larson & Johnson and 

U.S. Cellular [5]. This is an integrated software package providing database management 

abilities combined with engineering design tools. The package incorporates terrain-based 

system performance analysis. Data relevant to a cellular system can be maintained and 

updated in Cellwork, e.g., different markets and cells, frequency reuse information, as 

well as terrain data and census data for market estimates. The engineering tools include 

determination of the closest base station over a region, Carey contours for cells, propaga

tion over terrain, and Fresnel zone clearance checking (Carey contours are contours of sig

nal strength around a transmitter that connect points where the same signal power is 

received). A similar software program is the Terrain Analysis Package (TAPTM) from 

SoftWright [6]. This package is also a comprehensive system of programs that can handle 

terrain as well as (to some extent) building data and apply them to radio propagation stud

ies. A set of programs for terrain·based coverage analysis is available. The prediction is 

sensitive to system parameters such as antenna patterns, transmission frequency, transmit

ter and receiver heights. Both the software tools mentioned above use relatively coarse 

data (grid spacing of 3 arc seconds or about 90 m) for prediction over large areas. They are 
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also limited by their simple models and 2-dimensional analyses instead of full 3-D. 

SIRCIM (Simulation of Indoor Radio Channel Impulse response Models), another 

software tool, is available for indoor performance evaluation [7]. The effect of transmitter 

and receiver locations, obstructions in the path and building type (soft or hard partitions or 

open plan) on the reception is estimated, based on statistical impulse response measure

ment information. A tool - BERSIM (Bit ERror SIMulator) - for evaluating the impact of 

the channel properties on digital communication system performance has been developed 

[8]. This tool lets the designer evaluate the effects of different design parameters (e.g., bit 

rate, modulation technique) on system performance. A comparison of different trade-offs 

is possible, allowing optimization of the design. A general-PUIl?ose system simulation 

tool, BOSS (Block Oriented System Simulator), enables an engineer to simulate an entire 

communication system with the help of standard libraries of transmitters, channels and 

receivers [9]. All the above software tools are useful to the designer and let him/her esti

mate the system performance quickly and at low cost. 

The performance of mobile radio systems depends upon the physical environment 

to a large extent. Buildings, terrain and foliage affect channel properties in electromag

netic wave propagation [10]. These environmental objects differ significantly from loca

tion to location. For example, a city is very different from a rural area. Hence, the effects 

of such factors must be given specific consideration. In early attempts at including the site

specific factors in propagation prediction, separate statistical formulae were generated for 

urban, suburban and rural areas depending upon the average surface roughness [11-13]. 

However, the high storage capability and speed of calculation of the digital computer have 

made more detailed and sophisticated methods possible [14]. Subsequently, more deter

ministic approaches to field prediction quantitatively took into account terrain and build

ing features to different extents with the help of computers [10][14-18]. However, separate 

approaches were still used for urban and rural analyses. Various methods with different 

levels of complexity and accuracy have been developed [12]. Some of the recent tech

niques include detailed diffraction analyses for buildings [19] and terrain [20], and geo

metrical ray tracing for urban settings with numerous buildings [21-23]. Further research 

is currently being conducted on such site-specific propagation prediction [24]. 

The work done in this thesis is in the context of the site-specific propagation pre

diction efforts at the Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group. The goal of this thesis is 

to develop software tools to manipulate site-specific data for use by propagation predic-
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tion techniques. Site-specific data is an important aspect of the prediction algorithms. 

Work has been done to enable electromagnetic analysis programs to use the terrain and 

building data in an efficient manner. These data are very large in volume, and special soft

ware packages are used to handle them. A typical outdoor mobile radio scenario would 

contain man-made (buildings) as well as natural (terrain) scatterers. A geographical infor

mation system (GIS) stores the terrain data, while a computer-aided design (CAD) pack

age stores the building data. Extensive interfacing between the analysis programs and the 

data-manager software is required for proper use of the data. 

Choosing the approach for the proper use of the GIS is part of the work described 

here. The functions of the GIS were determined in the context of ,the overall objective of 

site-specific propagation prediction. The necessary interfaces between the GIS and other 

programs were identified, and the functionality requirements for the interface modules 

were then determined. Appropriate data types for the interfaces were selected. The algo

rithms for the interfaces were developed, followed by complete coding and debugging. 

Documentation at each step has been maintained. Work done also included installation 

and testing of the GIS in the initial stages of the project. 

Before going into the specifics about the work done, some of the important terms 

used in this work are first defined and clarified. A geographical information system (GIS) 

is a major part of this project, so it is essential to see what a GIS is and what its functions 

and characteristics are. 

A GIS is a tool for collecting, storing, retrieving, transforming and displaying spa

tial data for some given purposes [25]. GISs have traditionally been used in geographical 

and geological applications. Typical uses are in land use mapping and planning, census 

data mapping, forest management, geological exploration and transportation planning. But 

GISs are now attracting newer and more diverse applications such as architectural plan

ning, impact assessment, tax record-keeping and defense mission planning. GIS is now 

also being applied to propagation prediction [26]. 

A GIS has many of the capabilities of CAD systems as well as DBMS (database 

management systems), but it is still unique in its functioning [27]. A GIS is similar to a 

CAD system in that both can manipulate objects in relation to a reference frame. These 

objects may have nonwgraphic attributes such as cost. The objects themselves can be 

manipulated in various ways (e.g. visual, geometrical, etc.). Attributes can be handled in a 

seamless manner with operations on the objects. But a GIS must control much higher vol-
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urnes of data than a CAD system due to the distributed and random data in, for example, a 

map, instead of a well-defined geometrical object such as a building. Also, the analytical 

abilities of a GIS are not found in a typical CAD system, which is more graphics-oriented. 

A GIS usually includes or is accompanied by a sophisticated database. But a GIS is differ

ent from a DBMS, in that a GIS usually handles spatial data, can itself use the data for 

analysis, and has associated display capabilities. Considering all these aspects of a GIS, it 

is also described as a decision support system (i.e. a tool that allows users to evaluate dif

ferent options for an action, thus aiding the decision process) involving the integration of 

spatially referenced data in a problem-solving environment [27]. 

Some popular GIS systems (ranked by the number of users) are IDRISI, ERDAS, 

Mapinfo, GRASS (Geographical Resources Analysis Support System) and ARC/INFO. 

Many more GIS systems are available today for commercial and research purposes. Sys

tems vary in their data handling and analysis capabilities, cost, and supported hardware 

platforms [28]. IDRISI is a DOS-based inexpensive package that has a lot of users in 

schools and universities [29]. It has many of the raster analysis tools that more complex 

GISs have. Mapinfo is a similar GIS on a DOS platform. ERDAS [30] is a higher-end GIS 

that is raster-based, i.e. it has extensive analysis capabilities for raster data. It is geared 

towards image-processing applications with data such as satellite mUltispectral pictures. It 

is supported on workstations and is more costly. GRASS is another full-featured worksta

tion-based GIS [31]. GRASS is primarily raster-based though it also provides some vec

tor-handling capabilities. ARC/INFO [32] is at the top of the line, with a wide range of 

tools, data formats and platforms. It is a vector-based GIS, so it can perform various anal

yses on vector data, e.g. network flow analysis, connectivity analysis, etc. ARC/INFO is 

also one of the costliest GISs. Detailed information on the different abilities of the GISs, 

input and output formats, cost and user support are fully tabulated in [28]. 

The rest of the report is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, the overall function of 

GRASS in the propagation prediction scheme is explained, along with a summary of the 

work done with GRASS. Chapter 3 describes GRASS, which is the GIS that is used. 

GRASS's abilities and limitations are discussed. A brief description of AutoCAD is also 

given. In the four chapters that follow, the work is described in detail. Some AutoCAD 

data import programs for buildings are discussed in Chapter 4. Another AutoCAD import 

scheme is detailed in Chapter 5. This program lets the user store multiple building 

attributes in GRASS. Chapter 6 explains the terrain analysis program for obstacle detec-
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tion. The work done on terrain data export from GRASS to AutoCAD is presented in 

Chapter 7. The conclusions are noted in Chapter 8, followed by future possibilities for 

improvement. Appendix A details notes on the practical experience gained during this 

work. Appendix B contains users' manuals for the new programs developed during the 

course of this thesis. A complete source code listing of all code developed in this work, 

which is an intellectual property of VIrginia Tech, is included in a separate volume. 
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2 Objectives 

2.1 Introduction 

The goals of this thesis are discussed in this chapter. The motivation for using a 

geographical information system (GIS) is presented. The choice of GRASS as the GIS is 

then briefly considered. The overall functions of GRASS in the propagation prediction 

context are explained. The work needed to achieve the above functionality is described, 

including the specific problems to be solved and the general approach to solve them. 

2.2 Motivation 
The objective of this thesis is to develop software tools to manipulate site-specific 

data for use by propagation prediction techniques. This development has been part of the 

site-specific propagation prediction efforts undertaken in a current DARPA contract at 

MPRG, which has been a source of funding for this work. Site-specific propagation pre

diction, as opposed to statistical prediction, involves estimating radio wave propagation 

with explicit and detailed consideration of the environmental information. As the term 

suggests, site-specific prediction makes use of the characteristics of the site of operation. 

These site-specific data are an important input to the prediction algorithms. The significant 

characteristics for the purpose of propagation prediction include natural features such as 

terrain and vegetation, as well as man-made structures like buildings. This amounts to 

huge quantities of data for sufficient characterization of the environment. The data are 

available in various formats and media, and operations on these data are complex. Special 

software packages are generally used to handle these data. Here, a geographical informa

tion system (GIS) is used to store the terrain data, and a computer-aided design (CAD) 

package is used to store the building data. Additionally, extensive interfacing between the 

propagation analysis programs and the data-manager software is required for proper use of 

the data. The integration of CAD and GIS technologies is a relatively recent step. The 

need for such integration has been felt and some solutions are available in the market in 

the form of add-on modules which extend CAD systems for achieving some GIS function

ali ties [33]. But comprehensive techniques involving a true marriage of GIS and CAD 

including a shared database have not yet appeared. 

GRASS (Geographical Resources Analysis Support System) was chosen as the 

GIS for this project before the work began. Details on the initial setup and experience dur-
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ing the development with GRASS at MPRG have been included in Appendix A. The 

advantages of this software include the availability of its source code for in-house modifi

cations, its portable implementation in UNIX and C, and its low cost. But GRASS is not 

without its problems such as programming errors. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 

the approach for the best use of this software has been addressed in this work. The propa

gation prediction programs stipulated the necessary functionality of GRASS. Different 

interfaces were needed for different tasks of data exchange. Such interfaces were identi

fied and developed through the stages of algorithm generation, coding, debugging and 

documentation. 

2.3 Functions of GRASS 

The position of GRASS in the propagation prediction context is depicted in Fig. 

2.1. GRASS is one of several software modules that work together to accomplish propaga

tion prediction. It must interact with several other modules such as AutoCAD and ray trac

ing programs. Each of the propagation analysis programs has certain types of data it can 

use, and it is the job of the data manager programs (GRASS and AutoCAD) to efficiently 

store, handle and communicate these data. 

GRASS performs three major functions as part of the package - data storage, data 

generation and display, and data analysis. Data storage includes the terrain and some 

building information that is used in site-specific propagation prediction. GRASS also per

mits quick and automated access to the data with its built-in functions. Data generation 

and display are also done by GRASS. GRASS is used to generate contour maps of path 

loss over a surface, thus helping locate positions for the transmitters and receivers for bet

ter performance. The results can be displayed effectively by GRASS. Data analysis is 

done within GRASS to help in propagation prediction. New GRASS programs developed 

as part of this work determine if a line-of-sight communication path exists between a 

transmitter and receiver. The information about the obstacles is used to estimate the dif

fraction path loss as radio waves propagate over the terrain surface. 

Due to the modular nature of the propagation prediction software, extensive data 

exchange takes place, and interfaces are a necessary part of the software. The interfaces 

required depend upon the propagation programs and must be developed according to need. 

The typical interfaces are seen in Fig. 2.1, denoted by arrows in the figure. A ray tracing 

program [22] works on building data (and in future, also with terrain data) to predict how 
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radio waves will propagate in the given environment. The program interacts with 

AutoCAD to get these data, since both can handle block objects directly. A radio wave dif

fraction analysis program [19] will work with terrain as well as building data to predict 

electromagnetic fields at any location. The various analysis programs will generate con

tours of signal strength that will be displayed graphically by GRASS. Also there is interac

tion between AutoCAD and GRASS. Building data as well as terrain attributes like 

surface roughness need to be exchanged between the two packages. Terrain information 

should be transferred into AutoCAD for use by ray tracing packages. Note that the user 

interface is really a distributed interface, in that a separate user interface exists to each of 

the modules in Fig. 2.1. This allows the user to independently control the actions of all the 

modules. But a single interface has been shown in the figure to avoid clutter. An optimiza

tion package that will locate optimum transmitter and receiver locations is not shown in 

the diagram. 

The above .. mentioned functions and interfaces of GRASS help fulfil the needs of 

the propagation prediction effort. The specific problems addressed here include demon

strating the analytical and display capabilities of GRASS and developing interfaces with 

other programs including AutoCAD. New programs added to the GRASS package at 

:MPRG for obstacle detection over terrain bring out the data analysis, generation and dis

play capabilities of GRASS. Building data import programs for the AutoCAD interface 

allow the user to integrate the building data with the terrain data for propagation analysis. 

A terrain data export program communicates data to AutoCAD, enabling the ray tracing 

programs to analyze terrain as well as buildings. The approach taken in performing each 

of these tasks included task definition, algorithm development using existing GRASS 

capabilities, and finally turning this into a new GRASS program. Fig. 2.2 presents a sum

mary of the work done. 
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PROPAGATION PREDICTION PACKAGE 

~~ 
~ 

Ray tracing ~ 
t:>~ 

o. 
Diffraction 

= --<l r::>--

Q 

KEY 

Propagation Prediction Programs 

AUTOCAD 

GRASS 

Figure 2.1 Site specific propagation prediction 
programs and interfaces 
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1 Objectives 

PROPAGATION PREDICTION PACKAGE 

Ray tracing 
~~-----------------~ 

5 
~~-----

Diffraction 

KEY 

CAD 
Data 

1 .. Building data import with heights into GRASS 
(programs v.in.dx/new, v.cadlabelnew, r.drape) 

2 .. Building data import with attributes into GRASS 
(program v.in.dxjblk) 

3 • Terrain data export to AutoCAD 
(program r.out.dx/tin) 

4 .. Data display 
(program d.knifedet) 

5 .. Obstacle detection analysis 
(program d.knifedet) 

Figure 2.2 - Summary of work done 
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3 More about GRASS and AutoCAD 

3.1 GRASS 

GRASS stands for 'Geographical Resources Analysis Support System'. GRASS is 

a geographical information system (GIS). Broadly speaking, the function of GRASS is to 

store and manipulate spatial data. In the first chaptert the general characteristics of GISs 

were discussed. Specific properties of GRASS will be outlined here. GRASS is a compre

hensive software package consisting of nearly 200 programs for manipulating spatial data 

[31]. GRASS provides an environment within which the user may do various transforma

tions and analyses on his/her data. During execution, GRASS runs as an interactive pro

gram with on-line help and manuals. It can handle data in different formats, perform 

various analyses on them and display them as 2-D plots or 3-D surfaces. Besides its tech

nical abilities, GRASS comes with other useful attributes. GRASS represents a commu

nity of users worldwide with diverse backgrounds [31]. It is used by private firms, 

educational institutions and government agencies. There is constant interaction among 

these users through electronic mail, the GRASSCLIPPINGS newsletter and user meet

ings. New ideas and solutions are exchanged here for the benefit of all. Continuous addi

tions and modifications by users help enhance the power of GRASS. The free public

domain distribution of GRASS continuously attracts more users. On the other hand, the 

distributed development of GRASS is not without its problems of programming errors 

(bugs) and limited portability. Some of these bugs were noticed and removed at MPRG. 

These are discussed in detail in Appendix A. Also the complex nature of the software 

package gives rise to a very long initial learning period for new users and programmers, 

though several tutorials are available to lead a novice user through some typical user ses

sions. ("Users" are people who use the capabilities of GRASS as they are, and "program

mers" use the GRASS libraries to modify its programs and write new GRASS programs.) 

The details about GRASS will now be studied. GRASS functionalities are closely 

related to the data it handles. For easy comprehension, first the different data types used 

are discussed. This is followed by the different operations that GRASS can perform on 

these data. The structure of GRASS is finally explained. This includes how the GRASS 

database is structured and managed including file formats, and how the analysis programs 

work. 
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3.1.1 GRASS data types 

Examples of typical data that a GIS such as GRASS handles are terrain maps, 

streams and rivers, roads, vegetation and surface cover, population, chemical concentra

tions over areas, and so on. For ease of handling such data by computers, two distinct data 

formats are used by GrSs ~ raster and vector. The vector data format stores linear data such 

as boundaries, contours, roads etc. in the form of a collection of arcs or line segments. The 

raster data format, also known as grid cell data format, is used for continuous surfaces. A 

grid of given dimensions is marked on the surface and significant characteristics of each 

cell such as slope, elevation, etc. are recorded. All the cell data ,are then stored in an array 

in a predetermined order. Examples of raster and vector data !lfe shown in Fig. 3.1. 

GRASS is capable of handling spatial data in the vector and raster formats. It stores data in 

one of three formats • raster, vector and site. It must be noted that site or point data are a 

subset of vector data, since vectors are constructed as lines joining given points. But 

GRASS has a separate database for site data, on which different analyses may be made 

from those on vector data. Point data such as shelter locations, excavation spots and 

repeater locations are stored in the site data format. All of the data are stored in reference 

to a three-dimensional reference frame, such as latitude-longitude or Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM), although UTM-referenced data are the most widely supported in analy

ses. UTM coordinates are specified with reference to a standard set of reference points on 

the surface of the earth, in terms of distance in meters to the east and north of the closest 

reference point (easting and northing). 

Some extra information usually needs to be stored along with a data element 

besides its position in space. For example, the user may want to store the road type (paved! 

unpaved, etc.) or river name in a vector file, and the terrain soil quality for each pixel in a 

raster file. For this purpose, each vector, raster or site data element may be accompanied 

by an attribute in GRASS [34]. These attributes are used to store non-graphic information. 

Attribute storage is limited to a single attribute per data element. This means that for a 

vector file containing roads, the user may store either the road names or road types as 

attributes, but not both simultaneously. Two or more roads may have the same attribute. 

This is true also for site data. Similarly, only one of the possible qualities of terrain (eleva

tion, vegetation, snow cover, rainfall, etc.) may be represented in one raster map. These 

attributes are coded into integers and are referred to as category numbers. A unique cate

gory number corresponds to a unique value of the attribute. As an example, category num-
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bers may be used to denote rainfall over a region using a raster map; all pixels in the raster 

file having the category number" 1 " receive 0 to Scm of rain per year, category "2" corre

sponds to a rainfall of 6-10 cm, and so on. 

GRASS performs the task of storing and managing the spatial data. The digital 

spatial data themselves may be obtained in various formats from various sources. Vector 

data are available in the U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) DLG (Digital Line Graph) for

mat, in Census Bureau TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Refer

encing system) format and from ARC/INFO and AutoCAD. Raster data may be obtained 

in the USGS DEM (Digital Elevation Model) format and the Defence Mapping Agency's 

DTED (Digital Terrain Elevation Data) format. GRASS has the cap'abilities to read in data 

from these external raster and vector formats to its own format, and to output data into 

some of these formats. This makes GRASS compatible with other popular software and 

avoids the possible problem of restricted abilities and self-containedness. 

3.1.2 GRASS capabilities 

GRASS can put the spatial data to use with its variety of data manipulation pro

grams [31]. Image processing capabilities are provided for use with satellite and map 

images. Geographical operations on raster data such as water flow analysis, surface gener

ation and overlay are available. Vector data manipulations such as digitization, trimming 

and database interface are included. A large set of functions for display and output of the 

images is also provided. Finally, GRASS also has the capability of producing hard-copy 

outputs onto paper, though it is limited to six particular models of printers and plotters. 

This status should change as the demand for more versatile output capabilities gives rise to 

better alternatives. All these functions give the user the ability to explore relations 

between data and use that information to make decisions. For example, forestry manage

ment is facilitated with the help of analyses of data on vegetation density, animal habitat 

and water distribution. The focus in this work is on using GRASS to help with the cellular 

and Personal Communication System (PCS) system design process. 

An important feature of GRASS is that it has been conceived to be a UNIX-based 

programming language [31]. Although many users of GRASS use it interactively and need 

not know the internal structure of GRASS, some write their own programs that use 

GRASS programs as functions. For these application programmers, a library of functions 

is also available, which they can use transparently to generate their own GRASS applica-
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tion programs. 

3.1.3 GRASS structure 

The internal structure of GRASS and its working is now described. GRASS has a 

highly modular structure, both in its programs and its database. As mentioned before, 

GRASS is a collection of about 200 programs and 300 subroutines written in C. These are 

organized hierarchically under a common directory called GIS BASE, grouped according 

to their functions (see Fig. 3.2). For example, all programs for graphics display are in the 

same subdirectory, those for raster data manipul_ation are in a separate group, and so on. 

This, along with the freely distributed C code, helps users write their own extensions to 

GRASS programs. Program and variable names are self-explanatory for ease in mainte

nance and for the benefit of new programmers. All GRASS programs for raster data 

manipulation have names beginning with "r," for example r.in.ascii, r.stats and so on. Sim

ilarly, all general purpose commands have names beginning in "g," such as g.region and 

g.list. 

The database is an important and integral part of a GIS. GRASS includes a sophis

ticated database structure [34]. The hierarchical database resides in user-specified directo

ries and subdirectories, called "elements." The top-level directory is referred to as 

GISDBASE (see Fig. 3.3a). There may be several subdirectories under GISDBASE that 

are called "locations." Each location may have further subdivisions within it called 

"mapsets," which correspond to smaller data sets. Several vector, raster and site data files 

may be stored in each mapset. The hierarchical structure helps in categorizing data and 

avoids mix-ups. Different users may have their own locations and mapsets (subdirecto

ries) for data, and can flexibly change them. GRASS is accompanied by three sample data

bases that illustrate the database organization. 

For each vector or raster file that the user sees, GRASS uses several files for data 

storage. For example, a single vector file that describes county boundaries called "coun

ty _bod" is really split up by GRASS into several small chunks that contain different types 

of information on that vector file. The "sub-files" that make up a vector file are stored in 

the subdirectories named dig, dj~ascii, di~att, diLcats, diLplus, dig and bdlg within 

the mapset, as shown in Figs. 3.3 a and b. The data are thus spread into different categories 

and files. The hierarchy lends a very organized structure to the database and makes search

ing and analysis easy. Thus for the single vector file "county_bod," GRASS maintains a 
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file named "county_bnd" in each of the above subdirectories. Vector data in the ASCn 

(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) format is stored in the di~ascii 

and dIg subdirectories (in files di~ascii/county_bnd and dig/county_bod respectively), 

and data in the binary format (that is more compact than the ASCn format) are stored in 

the dig and bdlg subdirectories. The vector attributes are stored in the diLatt subdirec

tory, and the category information in the diLcats subdirectory. The diLPlus subdirectory 

contains extra information for use by some programs. Each of these "sub-files" has its own 

format for data storage. A sample set of such ASCn files that represent a vector file is 

shown in Fig. 3.4. The actual vector data to be stored is displayed at the top of the dia

gram, and their representation in the GRASS 4.0 data format is seen below. Looking 

through the data files, the diLascii file is seen to contain some header information about 

the vector file including its creation date and other comments. The extents of the vector 

file are also included in the header. The end of the header is marked by the ''VERTI : " 

statement, and the actual vector data follows. Area vectors are denoted by "A" and line 

vectors by "L." This letter is followed immediately by the number of points forming that 

vector. The actual coordinates of the points follow in the order "northing, easting." The 

attributes of the vectors (in this case, the names of the features) are stored with the help of 

the diLatt/county_bnd and di~cats/county_bnd files. The file diLatticounty_bnd 

contains points that can be uniquely identified with each of the vectors. The points corre

sponding to the area vectors must lie inside the area, and the points corresponding to the 

line vectors must lie closer to the line than any other vector. In this example, the points for 

the "Office" and "Pool" area vectors lie at the centers of the areas, while the points for 

"Main Street" lies on the line itself. The coordinates are stored here in the format 

"easting, northing." The attribute number associated with each point is indicated as the 

last number in each line of the di~att/county _bnd file. The actual attribute is stored in 

the diLcats/county _bnd file, as shown. Thus to find the attribute of the line vector in the 

example, the point in the di~att/county _bnd file that is closest to the line is first located, 

which happens to be (10 I 2) . The category number on the same line in the diLatt/coun

ty_bnd file is read (2 here). Finally, a look-up in the diLcats/county_bnd file gives the 

attribute value for that line ("Main Street"). 

Similarly for raster data, a raster file called county _ veg is stored as the set of "sub

files" cell/county _ veg, cell_ascii/county _ veg, cats/county _ veg, cell_hd/county _ veg, 

colr/county _ veg and cell_misc/county _ veg. The cell subdirectory contains the actual 

pixel-wise category information in an array in a compressed file. The file in the cell_ascii 
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contains the same information in the ASCII format, which can be directly read by another 

program. The file in the cats subdirectory contains the category definitions, i.e. the mean

ings of the different category values (e.g. "1" represents low path loss, "2" represents 

medium path loss, and so on). The files under the cell_hd, colr and cell_mise subdirecto

ries store other information including the display color table for that raster file. A sample 

raster file and its equivalent description in GRASS 4.0 are shown in Fig. 3.5. The ASCn 

file includes a header part specifying the extents of the raster file and the number of pixel 

rows and columns that follow (10 rows and 15 columns in this example). The actual row 

and column values follow in a matrix format. 

Site data are simply stored in GRASS in a single file under the subdirectory 

site_lists. A sample sites file is shown in Fig. 3.6. For each site point to be stored, the geo

referenced coordinates are stored in the site file, followed by the description, as seen in the 

example. A header giving the file name and other information is included for the purpose 

of identification. 

3.1.4 Summary 

In this overview of GRASS and its abilities, we have seen that it is a versatile and 

potentially useful software package. There are also several limitations and drawbacks that 

are associated with GRASS. The first problem arises because of the dynamic public 

domain nature of GRASS: new programs are constantly being added to GRASS, and it 

takes effort to keep track of developments. Due to the distributed development of GRASS 

over a long period by many people at several locations, consistency across different 

GRASS programs is sacrificed to some extent. Also help in installation and maintenance 

of GRASS is not easily available, and computer expertise (especially in UNIX and C) is a 

must at each site running GRASS. All of the GRASS programs are not guaranteed to be 

bug-free, and users must solve most problems themselves. Also learning to use and pro

gram in GRASS is a slow process. Nevertheless, with appropriate efforts, the abilities of 

GRASS can be tapped for MPRG's use. 

3.2 AutoCAD 

Building data are perhaps more significant than terrain data in propagation predic

tion for PCS design. While GRASS has the rudimentary abilities to handle building data 

with its vector format, complete descriptions of buildings need more CAD-oriented data 

managing software. This function is performed by AutoCAD, which is a general purpose 
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computer-aided design and drafting package [35]. AutoCAD is an industry standard used 

for generating and storing architectural drawings, engineering designs and other drawings 

for various purposes. Drawings and building plans are routinely exchanged as AutoCAD 

files. Hence it should generally be sufficient for the propagation prediction programs to be 

able to exchange data with AutoCAD. Due to these reasons, AutoCAD has been adopted 

as the database for building data. This thesis work deals with AutoCAD at several stages, 

and hence a brief description of AutoCAD's nature, relevant features and file formats is 

provided here. 

AutoCAD lets the user create and store various types of drawings. It is used for 

visualizing engineering designs, archiving maps and plans, drawing flow-charts and 

graphs and in many other drawing and drafting applications. Drawings are created within 

AutoCAD as collections of objects such as lines, polylines (connected line segments), cir

cles, points, etc. A menu-based as well as command-line user interface lets the user define 

such objects. Detailed tutorials and instructions on creating and editing drawings can be 

found in [35]. AutoCAD's salient features include three-dimensional modeling, hierarchi

cal data storage and flexible interfaces. The three-dimensional data helps in building and 

terrain surface visualization. The hierarchical data storage reduces data redundancy and 

quickens the drawing process. Data interfaces are very important in our application of 

AutoCAD, in which it must pass on its data to other software modules and import data 

from them. An important concept in AutoCAD is that of "drawing layers." The layers help 

the user to separate different types of data into different groups. For example, clutter may 

be avoided in a building plan drawing by grouping together all the walls in one drawing 

layer, the electrical wiring in another and the plumbing in a third layer. While all of these 

together make up the complete picture, each of these layers may be viewed separately or 

in combination with any other layers at the designer's convenience. Coming to the actual 

drawing itself, it may be generated with any set of lines, planes and surfaces with different 

thicknesses and colors. Text may be freely included in a drawing. Moving, copying, scal

ing, rotating and stretching are some of the various operations that can be done on the 

drawing objects or "entities". Several drafting operations such as chamfering, filleting and 

curve fitting are available. The drawing may be viewed from any position and angle in 

three dimensions. 

The AutoCAD ASCII drawing interchange file (DXF) format is used here to com

municate drawing information to external software packages [35] and is often referred to 
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in this work. This format specifies a certain order and arrangement in the storage of draw

ing data in the file. This order is described here for completeness. An ASCn DXF file con

tains the drawing data in a standard sequence. Fig. 3.7 shows a schematic break-up of a 

DXF file. There are four major sections in a DXF file, followed by an end-of-file marker. 

Each of the sections gives information about different aspects of the file, as seen in the fig

ure. A skeletal DXF-format file is shown in Fig. 3.8, with only some significant portions 

included (a complete DXF file describing a drawing that contains a single point can be as 

large as 4 kilobytes). The header section of the DXF file contains general information 

about the drawing such as the drawing extents, units for distances and angles, grid size, 

etc. The tables section that follows contains other information about the drawing, includ

ing tables of line types and thicknesses, text fonts and viewing coordinates used for the 

drawing. The blocks section of the DXF file contains definitions of all the blocks in the 

drawing. The block oriented data structure facilitates the above-mentioned hierarchical 

data storage, and will be considered in detail in Chapter 5. Finally, the entities section 

describes actual figures and objects in the drawing, such as sets of lines, arcs, circles, etc. 

Instances of predefined blocks also occur in the entities section. As an example of a DXF 

file, Fig. 3.9 a) and b) show an AutoCAD drawing and the corresponding section of its 

DXF file. Note that only a small, relevant part of the entities' section of the DXF file has 

been shown. A one-to-one correspondence can be made out between each of the box coor

dinates and the four vertex entities in the DXF file. The box has been drawn on layer 

"BLDG" as seen from the figure. 

In conclusion, the GRASS and AutoCAD software programs have been reviewed. 

Their relevant functions and abilities have been discussed. In the next chapter, some of the 

work done in interfacing these two programs will be described. 
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WHITE 
HOUSE 

Figure 3.1 - Raster and vector data display (Washington, 
DC) 
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" 
src/ 

GISBASE/ 

u 

bini 
(main programs 
source code) 

src.contrib/ 
(contributed 
programs, 

( executable 
files) 

e.g. by MPRG) 

" 

" 'r " 'r 
raster/ mapdev/ sites/ libes/ display/ 

(vector) (libraries) 

g.Jist g.manuaJ g.region 

v.in.dxf v.to.rast v.digit 

r.in.ascii r.mfilter r.report r. watershed 

Note: "filename/" denotes a directory 

" 
man! 
(manual 
pages) 

" 
general/ 

g.help 

v.stats 

r.los 

Figure 3.2 - GRASS program structure 
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" 
location 1/ 

,r 

mapset 1/ 

" " 
cats/ cellI 

~ 

" 
dig! 

GISDBASE/ 

1r 

location 2/ 

., 
mapset 2/ 

" 

l' 
location 3/ 

mapset 3/ 

,f 

" 
eee 

" 
e •• 

1, " " 
diLcatS/ site_lists/ e e e 

a) Database structure 

~ ~ 
dig! diLascii/ diLcats/ diLattl diLPlus/ 

Vector File 
county_bnd 

t cox. Xd!\ ~d 
county _bnd county_roads county _bnd 

b) Sample vector file 

Figure 3.3 - GRASS database 
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(0,8) 
(6,8) 

(16,6) 

r;::;-l 
(12A)L::..J ...... __ .... (4,4) 

Office 
Main Street 

(18,2) 

(0,0) 
Vector file: map 

ORGANIZATION: MPRG 
DIGIT DATE: Sun Feb 2 13:00:24 1992 
DIGIT NAME: raj 
MAP NAME: acad/test.dxf 
MAP DATE: 
MAP SCALE: 2400 
OTHER INFO: 
ZONE: 0 
WEST EDGE: 0.00 
EAST EDGE: 18.00 
SOUTH EDGE: 0.00 
NORTH EDGE: 8.00 
MAP THRESH: 00.00 
VERTI: 
A 5 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 4.00 
4.00 4.00 
4.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

L 4 
8.00 0.00 
8.00 6.00 
2.00 10.00 
2.00 18.00 

A 5 
4.00 12.00 
4.00 16.00 
6.00 16.00 
6.00 12.00 
4.00 12.00 

File diLascii/map 

A 2 2 1 
L 10 2 2 

A 14 5 3 

File diLattimap 

t 3 categorles 
Categorles for file acad/test.dxf 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1:0ffice 
2:Maln Street 
3:Pool 

File diLcats/map 

Figure 3.4 - Sample vector file and "subfiles" 
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(500000,4200000) 

north: 4300000.00 
south: 4200000.00 
east: 530000.00 
west: 500000.00 
rows: 10 
eols: 15 

1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 III 1 1 
1 1 111 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 112 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 222 222 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 333 3 3 3 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 334 444 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 334 4 4 4 

File cell_ascii/map 

(530000,4300000) 

Raster file: map 

It 4 categories 

Flle generated at MPRG 
1.00 .00 0.00 0.00 
O:no data 
l:Forest 
2:Road 
3:Brush 
4:Lake 

File cats/map 

Figure 3.5 - Sample raster file and "subfiles" 
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~l 

1000-r--

800- r--

500- r--

200- r--

O-r-

Base B 

• 
BaseG • • BaseC 

Base A 

• 
Base F • 

• Base"D 

• BaseE 

I I I 

7~0 1~00 

Sites file: base_stns 

name I base_stns 
desclList of base station locations 
7501500lBase A 
75011000lBase B 
15001800lBase C 
15001200lBase D 
75010lBase E 
Ol200lBase F 
Ol800lBase G 

Figure 3.6 - Sample sites file 
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TOP 

Header 

Tables 

Blocks 

----II .......... General information 
(units, extents) 

---I~'" Table information 
(line thickness) 

----I ......... Block definitions 
(block 1: 1 circle, ... ) 

Entities ---I ......... Block instances, other entities 
(instance 1: xscale=1.0, •.• ) 

BOTTOM 

Figure 3.7 - DXF file structure 
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SECTION 
HEADER 
$EXTMIN 
$ EXTMAX 
$TEXTSIZE 
$TEXTSTYLE 

END SEC 
SECTION 
TABLES 
TABLE 
VPORT 
LTYPE 
Solid line 

ENDSEC 
SECTION 
BLOCKS 
BLOCK 
ONE 
ATTDEF 
LINE 
POLYLINE 
VERTEX 
VERTEX 
VERTEX 

END SEC 
SECTION 
ENTITIES 
INSERT 
BLOCK 
ONE 
ATTRIB 

END SEC 
EOF 

llEADER SECTION 

TABLES SECTION 

BLOCKS SECTION 

ENTITIES SECTION 

Figure 3.8 - Sample AutoCAD DXF format file 
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0 

ENDSEC 
0 

SECTION 
2 

ENTITIES 
a 

POLYLINE 
8 

BLDG 
66 
1 

10 
0.0 

20 
0.0 

30 
0.0 

D 

A 

(0,0) 

a) AutoCAD drawing 

0 
VERTEX 

8 
BLDG 

10 
0.0 

20 

0.0 
30 

0.0 
0 

VERTEX 
8 

BLDG 
10 
10.0 

20 
0.0 

30 
0.0 

0 

BLDG 
10 

10.0 
20 

3.0 
30 

0.0 

b) Partial D XF file 

c 
(10,3) 

B 

0 
VERTEX Vertex D 

8 
BLDG ........- Layer 

10 
0.0 ........- X coordinate 

20 
0.0 ........- Y coordinate 

30 
0.0 ........- Z coordinate 

0 
SEQEND 

8 
BLDG 

0 

ENDSEC 
0 

Eor ......-- End-of-
file marker 

Figure 3.9 - Sample AutoCAD DXF drawing 
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4 Building data import from AutoCAD 

4.1 Introduction 

The GRASS interface with AutoCAD is important in the functioning of the propa

gation prediction package. For true site-specific propagation prediction, the buildings and 

the terrain must be treated in an integrated fashion. Building data are typically stored in 

AutoCAD, while terrain data is stored in GRASS. These must be integrated together in a 

format that the propagation prediction package can use for analysis. In this chapter, the 

work done on merging the building data and the terrain data together is described. First, 

related work done on integrating building and terrain data is noted. The approach chosen 

is then discussed. The actual programs and their implementations follow. 

4.2 Literature review 

The two major types of data handled by GISs are raster and vector data. (Site or 

point data can be considered to be subsets of vector data, since vectors are stored as sets of 

points.) The raster and vector data are stored in very different formats, as discussed in 

Chapter 3. Also, the methods and functions that manipulate these two types of data are 

distinct and not interchangeable. On the other hand, the propagation prediction programs 

do need to handle all the data in a seamless straightforward fashion. 

Some GIS packages allow the user to overlay buildings over terrain to create a 

realistic three-dimensional view of the scene. ARCjINFO allows the user to "drape" a ras

ter file over a TIN (triangulated irregular network; for more details please see Chapter 7) 

surface to simulate a picture displaying linear features such as roads, rivers and buildings 

over the terrain [32]. ERDAS drapes vector data over a three-dimensional raster surface to 

achieve the same effect [30]. While these capabilities enable the user to view the region in 

the proper perspective, they help little in an integrated analysis of the vector and raster 

data. The operation of overlay does not create links between the vector and raster data, and 

both the data files must be independently handled. For example, it is not straightforward to 

obtain a profile view of the terrain and buildings together; the two data files must be ana

lyzed separately. This is because only limited elevation information for vector data can be 

stored explicitly in GRASS, which is the GIS being used in our application. Line vectors 

are treated as planar data, and may only be overlaid on raster data in two dimensions. Area 

vectors are assumed to have uniform elevations throughout the covered area. GRASS does 
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not have tools that can directly drape vectors over raster surfaces or vice versa. The lim

ited abilities of GRASS in this respect resulted in an effort to build the required functions. 

The following section details the steps towards the development of such functions. 

4.3 Approach 

The procedure for importing building data into GRASS for suitable integration 

with terrain data is considered. Fig. 4.1 depicts this overall import process. The data used 

in each step (building or terrain) are shown, along with their format (DXF, raster or vec

tor). Also shown are the various GRASS programs, both existing in the GRASS 4.0 ver

sion and newly developed during this work, that perform this data import function. The 

source of the building data is AutoCAD. These data can be exported from AutoCAD in the 

DXF file format. Such a DXF file containing building data is converted into a GRASS 

vector file with the help of MPRG's new GRASS programs v.in.dxfnew and v.cadlabelnew 

developed at MPRG as part of this work. The detailed functioning of these programs is 

discussed later. For integration with raster data, the vector building file is converted to a 

raster building file by the existing GRASS 4.0 program v.to.rast. Finally, the raster build

ing file is combined with the raster terrain file by the newly developed program r.drape to 

obtain a proper data picture. 

Some standard GRASS 4.0 programs perform functions similar to some of the 

above steps. The GRASS 4.0 program v.in.dxf imports AutoCAD DXF files into GRASS 

vector files. But it cannot be directly used for our purposes, since it can only import sur

face contour lines from AutoCAD, not building data. The difference between the contour 

and building data is in the way the data are stored in AutoCAD and GRASS. A contour 

line drawing in AutoCAD contains a set of lines connected to form closed contours. Con

tour heights are stored as AutoCAD text. Each piece of height text is associated with the 

closest contour line. On the other hand, a building drawing consists of a set of non-over

lapping building outlines in the AutoCAD drawing. Each building's height is stored as 

AutoCAD text, which is placed inside the building outline. When these two types of data 

are converted to GRASS by the GRASS 4.0 program v.in.dxj, all the lines in the DXF file 

are converted to GRASS line vectors. But the building data must be stored in GRASS as 

GRASS area vectors for proper conversion to the raster format from the vector format. 

The reasons for this will be discussed in detail in the next section. These reasons led to the 

development of new AutoCAD data import programs v.in.dxfnew and v.cadlabelnew at 
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:MPRG, specifically geared for building data import. 

The program v.to.rast converts a vector file into a raster file. This program can be 

directly used without modifications for our purposes to convert the vector data to raster 

format. The last step for combining the two raster files needed some user input, and had to 

be interactive. This is done be the newly developed program r.drape at :MPRG. Thus while 

the basic functionality for achieving this data import existed in GRASS, some modifica

tions were necessary. It had to be adapted to the particular application of building import. 

To summarize, several new GRASS programs based on the available functions 

have been developed in this work. Each of the new programs performs a specific task 

required in the building import. In the next section, the important steps in the development 

of the new programs are discussed in detail. 

4.4 Algorithms and programs 

4.4.1 Program v.in.dxfnew 

The original GRASS 4.0 program for DXF file import (v.in.dxf) is geared towards 

importing surface contour lines and not buildings, as mentioned before. The contour lines 

are stored in GRASS as line vectors, while the buildings must be stored as area vectors so 

that they can be properly converted to the raster format. This is because the program V.to.

rast transforms area vectors into solid shapes, but only highlights the boundaries of line 

vectors. The standard GRASS program v.ill.dxf does not convert the AutoCAD data into 

GRASS area vectors. Hence the new GRASS program v.in.dxfnew was developed at 

:MPRG to extend the ability of v.in.dxf with an option of converting DXF lines to either 

GRASS line vectors or GRASS area edge vectors. MPRG's new DXF import program 

implemented in this thesis allows the conversion of some DXF data layers into area vec .. 

tors and some into line vectors. This allows the user the flexibility of choosing various 

subsets of buildings one at a time for analysis. The changes made involve extending the 

input parameters and the processing steps to consider area edges as well as line edges. 

These processing steps include reading in the AutoCAD data, and writing the data to a 

GRASS vector file. 

The import process is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The original program, v.in.dxf, scans the 

DXF input file for contour lines made up of AutoCAD lines and polylines (which give the 

contour line information), as well as text (which gives the contour height information). 
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The text may be in a different AutoCAD drawing layer from the contours. Two GRASS 

vector files are then generated. One contains the contour line data in the GRASS vector 

format. The information about the actual heights (AutoCAD text) is stored in another file. 

The v.in.dxf program computes the bounding box for each piece of text in the DXF file, 

which is stored in the second vector file. Each box is given the corresponding text as its 

attribute. Thus each bounding box has an actual elevation as its attribute. It is assumed that 

the text is numerical, giving the elevation of the closest contour line. The task of associat

ing the different text values with the different contour lines in GRASS is done by the 

GRASS 4.0 program v.cadlabel, which will be discussed now. 

The newly developed program, v.in.dxfnew, extends thes~ input capabilities for 

easy import of building data. The AutoCAD drawing file should contain the buildings as 

sets of AutoCAD lines or polylines in different drawing layers. Thus buildings in different 

categories may be present in different layers, e.g. residential and office buildings. The pro

gram v.in.dxfnew separates the different layers specified on the command line into differ

ent GRASS vector files, with the choice of converting building outlines into GRASS area 

edges or lines. The layers in the AutoCAD drawing file that contain text are converted into 

corresponding vector files of text bounding boxes. 

Building heights should be stored as AutoCAD text, positioned inside the building 

outlines. All building heights must be with reference to the same reference elevation. A 

potential cause for errors is this common reference level being higher than the terrain in 

that region. During the draping stage, this would "fill up" the terrain regions that are lower 

than the reference level, distorting the data. A safe reference level to use is the sea level. 

The conversion step is shown in Fig. 4.3. A users' manual is available in Appendix 

B. Each building outline becomes a new GRASS area vector in the building vector file, 

and each height text element is added to the attributes vector file, as in Fig. 4.3. The text 

data must later be somehow "connected" to the buildings they describe. This is done by 

the new program v.cadlabelnew, which is described next. 

4.4.2 Program v.cadlabelnew 

The old (GRASS 4.0) program v.cadlabel does part of the job of converting the 

AutoCAD contour data into GRASS. As was previously discussed, the program v.in.dxf 

splits the contour line data and the text (height) data into different GRASS vector files 

(Fig. 4.2). The function of the v.cadlabel program is to link the contour heights from that 
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GRASS vector file to the correct contour lines in the other vector file. It opens both the 

vector files containing contours and heights. For each item in the text file containing 

height information, it searches the contour file for the closest contour line. When such a 

line is found, that line is labeled with the height from the text file. In other words, the 

numerical text (height) becomes the attribute of that contour line. Thus, at the end of the 

process, each contour line has its original height as its attribute. 

The new program v.cadlabelnew has been developed at MPRG to work in conjunc

tion with the new program v.in.dxfnew. It extends the text-linking ability of v.cadlabel to 

GRASS area vectors as well as line vectors, so that the buildings stored as area edges may 

be associated with their heights. This program is a simple extension of the v.cadlabel pro

gram. It can label lines as well as area edges in GRASS vector files. While labeling area 

edges, it begins with each text item in the second (text) vector file produced by v.in.

dxfnew, and looks for an area vector in the first file that encloses the text item. An area 

boundary enclosing a textual height item is given the text as its attribute. The assumption 

is made that for each building, the height text is contained within the building boundary as 

seen in Fig. 4.3. The size of the text does not matter and it may "overflow" out of the 

building boundary as long as the lower left corner of the box enclosing the text lies inside 

the building outline. At the end of this process of attaching labels, each building has the 

proper height as its attribute. The buildings can now be converted into three-dimensional 

raster buildings by using the GRASS program v.to.rast (Fig. 4.1). Mter this conversion, a 

raster map with "bumps" equivalent to the buildings is obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

These bumps have the same heights as the buildings. This completes the stage of convert

ing the building data from AutoCAD into GRASS vector and then raster format. 

4.4.3 Program r.drape 

The newly developed GRASS programs, v.in.dxfnew and v.cadlabelnew, convert 

AutoCAD building data into GRASS vector data. The buildings are stored as area edges, 

with their heights as their attributes. Using these vector files and their attributes, the build

ings are converted to raster data by the GRASS 4.0 program v.to.rast as seen in Fig. 4.4. 

These buildings should be overlaid on the terrain in order to obtain a true picture of the 

environment. This process is known as "draping" [30] [32]. It refers to the method used, in 

which a "sheet" or "layer" of solid buildings is draped over the terrain surface. An equiva

lent program is not available in GRASS, though there are smaller individual programs that 

may be put together to achieve the same overall effect. The new GRASS program r.drape 
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performs the function of draping buildings over the terrain (Fig. 4.1). 

The r.drape program asks the user for two input raster files: the first one is the base 

(terrain) raster file over which the second (building) file is to be draped. The user must also 

specify the name for the resultant raster file. All the buildings in the draped file must usu

ally be offset a certain amount. This is because the building raster map obtained after a 

v.to.rast conversion (as discussed in the previous section) has its ground elevation at 0 

meters, whereas the actual buildings are at a certain elevation above the sea level. The off

set parameter in the r.drape program accounts for this shift in elevation. Care must be 

taken while computing the offset factor. To avoid any distortion of the terrain surface, the 

offset must be at most equal to the minimum-elevation point in the region of interest. If the 

offset is larger than that, it will replace areas of lower elevations with a flat surface at the 

(higher) offset elevation. Thus any pits or ditches in the terrain will be incorrectly 

removed. This must be avoided by specifying all building heights with reference to any 

elevation below the lowest point in the region. The heights of all buildings must be calcu

lated with reference to the same reference level. 

The actual computation that is done in the r.drape program is explained now. The 

program r.drape makes use of the standard GRASS map calculator program r.mapcalc. 

The program r.mapcalc is used for comparing several raster maps and using their contents 

to generate new raster maps. Typical uses of the r.mapca/c program are in masking one 

raster map by another, combining two raster maps wherever both have nonzero elevation, 

and so on. If terrain is the name of the raster file over which the draping is to be done 

(Fig. 4.5), buildings is the name of the raster file to be draped (Fig. 4.4), and result is the 

name of the output file, then r.drape evokes r.mapca/c with the function 

result - max (terrain, (buildings + offset) ) 

where (offset) is the amount by which the building file must be shifted. In this pro

cess each pixel in the map result is obtained as the higher of the corresponding pixels in 

the raster maps terrain and buildings (Fig. 4.6). If the offset amount is correctly specified, 

any building in the buildings map will be stored in result, along with the terrain around it. 

At this point the map result contains the correct three-dimensional terrain description in 

the form of a raster map, which includes buildings and terrain. This process is shown in 
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Figs. 4.4,4.5 and 4.6. Fig. 4.4 shows the result of the conversion of the building data from 

vector to raster format. This only includes the buildings and not the terrain, as is obvious 

from the flat base region in the figure. Fig. 4.5 shows the terrain data that has been inde

pendently obtained for the region of interest. Fig. 4.6 shows the final combined surface 

containing buildings along with terrain. 

4.5 Summary 

A set of newly developed GRASS programs at MPRG has been discussed. Build

ing data can be imported from AutoCAD into GRASS with the help of the programs v.in.

dxfnew and v.cadlabelnew. The buildings are stored as GRASS vectors. The r.drape pro

gram allows the user to integrate the buildings with the terrain data for use by propagation 

prediction programs. Users' manuals for all these programs are available in Appendix B. 
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AutoCAD 

GRASS 

Buildings 
(DXF file) 

v.in.dxfnew & v.cadillbelnew 

Buildings 
(Vector file) 

v.to.rast 

Buildings 
(Raster file) 

r.drape 

Terrain 
(Raster file) 

Complete surface 
(Raster file) 

Figure 4.1 - Building data import concept 
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Figure 4.2 - Program v.in.dxf 
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Figure 4.3 - Building import - Program v.in.dxfnew 
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Figure 4.4 - Building import - Imported buildings in 
raster format 
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Figure 4.5 - Building import - Terrain in raster format 
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Figure 4.6 - Building import - Buildings and terrain in 
raster format 
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5 Multiple attributes - storage in GRASS and import 
from AutoCAD 

5.1 Introduction 

The geographical data stored by a GIS uses the raster format for continuous spatial 

data. Data such as terrain elevation, land cover, vegetation density, etc. are stored in such 

raster (grid) formats. The typical approach taken by most GISs is to store the data in a 

matrix form, with the size of the matrix the satp.e as the dimensions of the region over 

which the data are collected. A numerical value representing the data value at a geograph

ical location is stored in the corresponding element of the matrix:. Similarly, vector and 

sites data are associated with an attribute describing a particular quality of the feature. A 

need for handling information about multiple attributes of these features is felt for 

enabling site-specific propagation prediction [10]. Information about different aspects of 

the terrain and buildings, such as the dielectric constant of materials, surface roughness, 

terrain cover and building wall thickness, is needed for accurate propagation prediction. 

The need for storage of this diverse information is addressed in this chapter. 

In the rest of this chapter, some of the work done previously on multiple attributes 

is first discussed. Several alternative methods of attribute storage are discussed and com

pared. The actual method used in this work is then detailed. The algorithms and program

ming techniques which were used are then described. 

5.2 Literature review 

Multiple attribute storage is not directly possible in GRASS 4.0. The database in 

GRASS can accommodate only a single data attribute value per element in the raster data. 

This also applies to vector and sites data [34]. Hence it is not possible to store data for dif

ferent parameters in the same database file. It would be very helpful if this database limita

tion could be overcome. 

The restrictions on attribute storage have been noted by other researchers and 

efforts at attribute data transformation and integration have been reported [36], The stor .. 

age limitations have been caused by the differences between the management and process

ing of non-spatial data as opposed to spatial, georeferenced data. Examples of non-spatial 

data are lists of objects, people, addresses, etc. as stored in a DBMS (Data Base Manage-
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ment System). Spatial data includes buildings, streets, etc. that must be stored in reference 

to some absolute reference frame such as latitude-longitude. The data transformation pro

cedures have been reported to require elaborate software development efforts and applica

tion of the GIS capabilities [36]. An essential direction for future research addressing not 

only structural transformation of data but also attribute conversion has been mentioned in 

this reference, and is very relevant to this work. 

Several methods for multiple attribute storage that have been used until now are 

discussed here. 

S.2.1 Multiple files 

One way to store multiple attributes is an intuitive one, and has been used previ

ously [37]. The procedure is to create multiple files for the same region, one for each 

attribute. For example, for raster data, one raster file stores the elevation, one stores the 

dielectric constant, one the roughness, and so on (see Fig. 5.1). Thus if the values of the 

different attributes at a given geographical location are needed, each of these multiple files 

must be searched. First, the pixel coordinates of the geographical point are located. Then 

the raster attribute of that pixel in each attribute file are found, and thus the set of values of 

all attributes is obtained. The advantage of this method is simple implementation and short 

development time (2-3 weeks). Operations involve simply keeping track of the different 

files for each region, and reading the attribute values off appropriate locations from the 

different files. The disadvantage is excessive memory requirements: multiple raster maps 

per geographic region require a large amount of disk space due to data redundancy. 

5.2.2 Attribute compression 

This is an alternative method for storing multiple attributes. It makes use of the 

fact that a single attribute typically needs about 5-20 characters for description, whereas 

GRASS can store up to 1023 characters per attribute category. All attributes, numerical or 

otherwise, are first converted into equivalent character strings. Multiple attributes may be 

"compressed" into a single string by concatenation, and the string can be stored as the final 

attribute of the pixel or vector or site. The different attributes require different string 

lengths, and are separated by a fixed delimiter character (see Fig. 5.2). A similar method 

has been used at the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories for their topographic 

database, ETDB [36]. This method has the advantage of conserving memory. But a funda

mental drawback is that the total number of attributes that can be stored is limited by the 
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string length. This is not a severe limitation, since typically 10·15 attributes are of interest 

in propagation prediction, and each attribute can comfortably take up up to 100 characters. 

Nevertheless, this is not a "clean" and easily extensible method. It also requires involved 

string handling functions as well as careful data extraction. The development time for this 

method was estimated at 4-5 weeks. 

An alternative way to compress the attributes would be to note all the different val

ues an attribute can take over the area of interest, and enumerate all the different combina

tions possible. For example, if there are 3 attributes, each taking one of 5 different values 

for each pixel, then there are 53 = 125 combinations possible. 125 different categories 

could be present in the raster file, each corresponding to one of these combinations. This 

method has the obvious disadvantage of being severely limited by the number of attributes 

and their distinct values. It does not offer any gain over the previous method in memory 

storage. 

5.2.3 Use of RDBMS 

A logical and consistent method to store multiple attributes is to use an RDBMS 

(relational database management system) to store the attributes associated with a pixel or a 

vector or a site. This would enable the user to exploit the power of RDBMS systems in 

handling queries about related data, e.g. proximity. The data storage would be easily 

expandable and efficient. This approach has been previously used in the digital topo

graphic enhancement program (DTEP) [36]. Unfortunately, developing an interface 

between GRASS and an RDBMS would be a very time-consuming task, and is not feasi

ble as part of this work. In the future, the availability of such an interface would be very 

useful. Work on a database interface for GRASS has been reported elsewhere [38]. 

This concludes the survey of possible methods for multiple attribute storage. The 

actual approach chosen will be discussed in the next section. 

5.3 Approach 

The approach taken to handle the problem of storing multiple attributes in GRASS 

included the stages of problem definition, generation of a set of possible solutions, choos

ing the appropriate solution from these, and finally its implementation. 

In the problem definition stage, the problem was treated in the context of propaga

tion prediction. The requirements of multiple attribute storage were discussed. First, a set 
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of possible attributes of interest to propagation prediction were identified. Attributes 

include material characteristics such as reflection coefficient (or dielectric constant), per

meability, surface roughness, thickness, measurement tolerances, as well as general char

acteristics such as building name, height, etc. These were the most likely parameters that 

engineers might want to know at the time of radio propagation analysis. The set consists of 

about 10-12 attributes that need to be known per data element. Some of the attributes must 

be stored as real or complex numbers, and the rest as character strings. These storage 

requirements are kept in mind while evaluating the different methods for attribute storage, 

which were discussed in the previous section. It should be noted that the methods dis

cussed are equally useful for storing attributes of raster, vector and site data, although the 

actual implementation is done only for raster and vector data. Currently, there is no stan

dard procedure in GRASS for storing attributes for site data. 

The above three methods were compared for efficiency, simplicity and develop

ment time. Method (a) (multiple files) was the simplest to implement, but resulted in 

excessive wastage of memory space. Method (b) (attribute compression) represented an 

intermediate level of complexity and efficiency, though it is situation-dependent in taking 

advantage of the limited storage requirements in propagation prediction. Method (c) 

(RDBMS) is the most general, integrated and logical way to go, but it is also the hardest 

and most time-consuming. Hence, finally the attribute compression method with compres

sion into strings (Fig. 5.2) was chosen for the representation of multiple attributes. 

The problem of importing the multiple attribute data into GRASS will now be con

sidered. AutoCAD is the primary source of the attribute data that is associated with the 

buildings. The multiple attribute import method is intimately related to the way data are 

handled by AutoCAD. Hence the data storage in AutoCAD and the AutoCAD DXF file 

format that is used for multiple attributes is first discussed. 

AutoCAD provides modular and hierarchical data storage using the concept of 

"blocks". According to this, a set of drawing entities (e.g. lines, points, etc.) can be 

grouped together into a "block". After the block definition, the entire set of entities in a 

block may be recalled or "instantiatedH with a single call to the block, known as instantia .. 

tion of the block (see Fig. 5.3). This enables the user to group frequently-used objects 

together for quick copies, and thus save time and effort. Another useful feature of blocks is 

that they may contain "attributes", i.e. descriptions of non-graphic qualities of the block, 

such as cost. These attributes are used in this case to store useful parameters like material 
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dielectric constants. 

The AutoCAD drawing interchange file (DXF) format is used to communicate 

drawing data to and from other programs, as discussed in Chapter 3. A DXF file consists 

of four sequential sections of data, followed by an end-of-file marker. The blocks section 

of the DXF file containing definitions of all the blocks in the drawing. Each definition 

includes a set of drawing entities and attributes, if any. Finally, the entities section 

describes actual figures and objects in the drawing. This section includes block instances. 

Information about the instance position, dimension scaling factors, rotation and actual 

attribute values (e.g. name of that instance of the block "BUILDING") is included in the 

instance declaration. 

5.4 AJgorithlllS and progranl v.in.dxJblk 

After the discussion on the input data formats, the algorithm for data input is now 

considered. A useful data import program must be able to assimilate the data from 

AutoCAD and store it in GRASS data files. The standard DXF import program that is 

available in GRASS 4.0 does not import block data. Hence a new program is needed to 

read in DXF files that store multiple attributes, which are stored in the block structure. 

It was decided to write a new GRASS program for the import of the block data. 

The function of this program is as shown in Fig. 5.4. It takes in an AutoCAD DXF file and 

converts it into an equivalent GRASS vector file. A GRASS raster file may be obtained 

from this vector file by an appropriate conversion. There were two possibilities for the 

implementation of the program, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The first approach was to put all the 

line information into a GRASS vector file, map, and split the attribute information into 

different files. For example, the DXF file map is converted into a set of files as seen in Fig. 

S.5a. The attribute files, map_att! and map_att2, would all be stored in the diLatt direc .. 

tory, and their corresponding category files (that explain what exactly each unique cate

gory stands for), map_catl and map_cat2, would be stored in the diLcats directory. This 

approach would split the multiple attributes into different files, so they could be indepen

dently treated. This would allow the user to independently study the different attributes, 

one at a time. But this method would necessitate a violation of the standard GRASS data

base structure by storing multiple attribute and category files for a single vector file. It 

would also mean that two new GRASS programs needed to be developed .. one for import 

from DXF to GRASS vector, and another to transform GRASS vector data into GRASS 
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raster data. This is because the standard GRASS program to convert vector data into raster 

format does not expect multiple attribute files for a single vector file. The second program 

to convert vector data to raster would take care of attribute compression. 

The second approach for data import involved a single new program for data 

import from AutoCAD to GRASS. This program would compress the multiple attributes 

from the DXF file directly into the vector file map. Fig. 5.5b shows the corresponding sin

gle attribute and category files generated in this process, also named map. Unique catego

ries would be assigned to unique combinations of the different attributes. After this stage, 

the vector data can be easily converted to raster format using the existing GRASS program 

for this, v.to.rast. This approach was chosen since it conformed to the standard GRASS 

database structure, and also involved less time and effort. 

It should be noted that the goal of this interface has been to facilitate propagation 

prediction. The import of building data with multiple attributes is the primary objective. 

Keeping this in mind, certain restrictions were placed on the input DXF files to simplify 

the interface. These restrictions would also bring uniformity to the building data, at the 

cost of extra efforts in data preparation. 

All building data in the input DXF file must be present in the block format [35]. 

Nested blocks are not allowed. The building data (in the block format) include the build

ing outline, a single point inside the outline (which is used for generating the GRASS 

attribute location for that building), and a set of attributes as required. The building outline 

may be made up of either AutoCAD lines or polylines. The point should be sufficiently 

"inside" the outline and not too close to a border of the building, in order to avoid errors 

later in verifying that the point is actually inside the building. Any attributes may be spec

ified, which will be stored as character strings. Thus the dielectric constant will be stored 

as a character string, as will be the name of the building. There is a hard limit at most 1023 

characters to the total length of the attribute string (including one occurrence of the sepa

rator character "I" per attribute). Thus, there may be 20 attributes, each described in about 

50 characters, or any other such combination. These blocks are then instantiated in the 

AutoCAD file with appropriate positions and attribute values. If two or more buildings 

have the same shape (say, rectangular) but differ only in their sizes and locations, the same 

rectangular block may be instantiated more than once with different x-y scaling factors 

and shifts. A guideline to be followed with respect to the layer names in the drawing file: 

short layernames should be used to avoid having to remap them to shorter names later. 
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This is because the layer name is used later to generate the GRASS vector filename which 

may be at most 14 characters long. Also it is recommended that no layer have the name 

"HT." This name is used to generate a vector files with building heights only as attributes, 

as opposed to including all possible attributes. The reasons are discussed later on. After all 

these guidelines have been followed, an AutoCAD file is obtained, which may be 

imported into GRASS by the program v.in.dxjblk. 

A manual page for the v.in.dxjblk program that explains it may used is given in 

Appendix B. Given a DXF file, the v.in.dxjblk p~ogram will only read block insertions as 

valid building data; all other entities in the DXF file will be ignored. Building outlines are 

stored in GRASS as area edges. The building data may be present in different AutoCAD 

layers. Different categories of buildings may be represented by different layers, for exam

ple "ACADEMIC," "RESIDENTIAL." "RECREATIONAL" and "MISCELLANEOUS" 

on a campus. The user has the option to selectively import buildings from the layers of hisl 
her interest. Before the program execution, the user is prompted to enter the set of layers 

in the DXF file that are to be imported. After import into GRASS, the buildings from each 

layer are placed in a different GRASS vector file, whose name includes the layername for 

reference. The user also has an option to assign a different name to the GRASS vector file 

by specifying aliases. For example, "put buildings from layer 'RECREATIONAL' into 

vector file 'ree'." If no layers are named by the user on the v.in.dxjblk command line, all 

the existing data are scanned for import. If some layers are named (with or without remap 

names or aliases), only data in those layers are imported. 

The actual algorithm implemented according to the above approach is now 

described in detail. The corresponding new GRASS program v.in.dxjblk developed as part 

of this work takes in an AutoCAD DXF file containing building descriptions in terms of 

blocks, and stores all the information into a GRASS vector file. At the most general level, 

this consists of three major steps (see Fig. 5.6): first read in the DXF file header informa

tion, then read in the block definitions, and finally read the block instance information and 

simultaneously write data into appropriate GRASS vector files (viz. instantiate the 

blocks). These steps are accompanied by an initialization step and a wrap-up step at the 

beginning and the end respectively. A more detailed version of the algorithm is shown in 

Fig. 5.7. This version takes into account the sequential file structure. According to this 

algorithm, the DXF file is first scanned for either the header or the blocks section. The 

header section is not essential for the data import, and in its absence, defaults are assumed. 
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IT it is found. some of the information from the header is used, for example angular units 

(degrees or radians). Next, the blocks section is searched for in the file. IT it is absent the 

program exits, otherwise it proceeds to read in the block definitions in the blocks section. 

The next stage is to move to the entities section in the DXF file. In this section, the actual 

block instance information is found. At this stage, the instance information for each build

ing is read in, the actual building information is generated using the block definition and 

the data is written to appropriate GRASS vector files. This concludes the data import. 

Some of the steps in the import process are now elaborated upon. First, the step of 

storing the block definition information for further use is studied. This step occurs 

between points A and B in the flowchart in Fig. 5.7. The operations involved in this step 

are depicted in Fig. 5.8. The procedure is dictated by the AutoCAD DXF format. Follow

ing this format, first the keyword "BLOCK" is searched for, which indicates that a block 

definition follows it. Then a block structure is initialized and the block information is read 

in. Each block has several pieces of data associated with it. These include the name of the 

block, the layer that the block belongs to, the block base point, the set of lines and 

polylines that make up the block, and the set of attributes associated with the block. All 

points and lines in the DXF file are assumed to lie on a flat plane, and any information 

about the vertical (z) axis is ignored. The building height and elevation must be stored as 

attributes of the block. 

The block information must be accessed by a number of functions, and is stored 

globally. This does create potential for confusing situations, but most GRASS programs 

resort to global storage due to their multi-file, multifunction nature. The number of blocks 

occurring in a DXF file is not fixed, and depends upon the area of interest and the local 

building density. There may be any number of attributes per block. Also the number of 

lines and polylines per block are not known beforehand, and each polyline may contain a 

variable number of points. Initially, the list of blocks was stored and managed using 

dynamic memory management functions from the GRASS library. Later, this approach 

caused problems because of the nested variable-length structures. This was because the C 

function sizeoj() must be used during dynamic memory reallocation with the GRASS 

function G _real/oc(). The function sizeoj() evaluates its parameters during the compilation 

process, and not during program execution. Therefore it was unable to account for the 

memory already allocated within the program prior to that step. and the outcome was erro

neous. So the blocks were then stored as fixed-length lists, with all the memory allocated 
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at the beginning of the program. It must be noted that this method is not memory-efficient, 

but it results in a simpler implementation. Ideally, one would like to have a highly flexible 

and extensible data structure in three dimensions - list of blocks, list of polylines and 

attributes per block, as well as list of points per polyline. This may be achieved by imple

menting linked list data structures. This would allow memory-efficient operation, but 

would result in relatively high computational overhead in generating, updating and tra

versing the linked lists. Also memory allocation must be done carefully. 

After the block definitions are stored, the next stage in the data import process is 

the instantiation of the blocks. This includes reading the block instance information, gen

erating the true vectors and writing them to the GRASS vector files. This part of the pro

gram is seen in the flowchart in Fig. 5.7 beyond point C, and the detailed instantiation 

steps are shown in Fig. 5.9. The entities section of the DXF file is scanned for block insert 

commands, and the insert information is recorded for each block instance. This informa

tion includes the layername on which to insert the block, the insert position, x and y scal

ing factors and attribute values for that insert. For example, a particular block that was 

defined earlier may contain a rectangular building outline, a point inside the building and 

two attributes: "NAME" and "HEIGHT". There may be many instances of this block in 

the AutoCAD drawing, each for a different building. With each instance, the insert infor

mation including the layername (for example "academic"), position (which gives the 

building location), the x and y scales (building size), and the attribute values (say, 

"LIBRARY" and "40m") is stored. 

Before writing the building information into a GRASS vector file, a mechanism is 

used to extract buildings from only those layers that the user wants. The convention for 

deciding what layer an inserted block belongs to, is as follows: first it is seen if a layer

name has been specified in the insert section. If the layername is not present, then the lay

ername in the block definition section is used. If the layername in the block definition is 

also absent, the data are treated as belonging to the layer "NOLAYERNAME". The layer 

thus chosen is compared to the user-specified list on the command line. If that layername 

was specified on the command line (i.e. data from that layer was to be imported), then the 

data are written into a vector (dig or di~ascii) file. The name of the vector file is gener

ated from the above layername, by using the prefix from the DXF file and the suffix as the 

layername. For example, if the DXF file campus.dxf contained a building in the layer 

"ACADEMIC," then that building would be put into the vector file campus.academic. 
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Care must be taken to limit filenames to 14 characters in GRASS, and hence the user may 

remap the layer "ACADEMIC" to "acad," thus generating the vector file campus.acad. 

The user also has a choice to use a different prefix, say "f1," to obtain fl.acad. 

Once it is determined that a particular block needs to be instantiated, the vector file 

of the appropriate name is opened. The program v.in.dxjblk uses an elaborate scheme to 

maintain the status of vector files, which it inherits from its parent program v.in.dxf Each 

line or polyline from the block is then shifted and scaled to its correct position according 

to the insert information, and is written into the yector file. 

At this point, the category description for the building is generated. All the 

attribute information is stored the category description, as discussed in section 3. The 

attribute values for the current block instance are first stored in a string, separated by the 

delimiter character 'I' (see Fig. 5.2). Then this category is compared to all other categories 

that have already occurred in that vector file. If the same combination of attribute values 

has occurred before, the program just uses the old category, otherwise a new category is 

created. A list of unique categories is maintained for this purpose. Once the building cate

gory is known, an entry is made for that building in the diLatt file. This consists of the 

attribute point within the building outline and the building category number. Mter all the 

buildings have been stored and the end-of-file has been reached, the above categories are 

stored in the corresponding di~cats files. The data import is now complete. 

An example is seen in Fig. 5.10, where an AutoCAD file is shown with buildings 

having multiple attributes of interest. It is assumed that all the entities in the AutoCAD 

drawing file map were drawn on layer "BLDG." After the use of the v.in.dxfblk program, 

the GRASS vector file map.BLDG is obtained. The different portions of this vector file 

are also shown. 

It may be seen that due to the use of the attribute compression method, the building 

height information is treated similar to any other attribute and lies "buried" in the com

pressed attribute along with several other attributes such as building name, building mate

rials, etc. But in order to have the buildings ready for a three-dimensional display and to 

integrate them with raster data, the height information must be isolated. In this case, the 

attribute must be devoted to storing the building height information, and no other 

attributes may be stored along with the height. It is not possible to get around this limita

tion. An option was to extract just the height information from the block data and store it 

separately in one file, and store the combined attribute information in another file. Thus 
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from an input DXF file, two output GRASS vector files are generated - one stores the 

building outlines along with the heights (for further use by the v.to.rast and r.drape pro

grams), and the other stores the ~ultiple attribute information. The file that stores only the 

height information has the extension "HT". For this reason, no layer in the AutoCAD 

drawing must have this name to avoid confusion. The effective height given to a building 

is obtained as a sum of the values of the "height" and "offset" attributes, if present. This 

vector file contains the building outlines along with their heights as their attributes, as an 

output file of the v.in.dxfnew program would be. The rest of the multiple attribute data are 

distributed in different files according to the different layers exi,sting in the DXF file. This 

enables the user to utilize the multiple attribute storage capability along with the building 

display and integration with terrain. Fig. 5.11 shows the GRASS vector file map.HT thus 

produced from the drawing in Fig. 5.10. Thus two new GRASS vector files (as in Figs. 

5.10 and 5.11) are produced as output by the v.in.dxjblkprogram if the building heights are 

in the attributes list, else only one vector file (as in Fig. 5.10) is produced. 

5.5 SUlnmary 

The storage of multiple attributes in GRASS has been discussed. Several different 

methods to get around the limitation on attribute storage in GRASS were considered, and 

the one that best fi tted the purpose was chosen. An implementation of this method as an 

AutoCAD data import program has been discussed in detail. It is hoped that this work will 

facilitate site-specific propagation prediction. 
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DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 

ROUGHNESS 

PERMEABILITY 

HEIGHT 

Figure 5.1 - Multiple raster files for multiple attribute 
storage 

ATTRIBUTE = "IHEIGHTIPERMITTIVITYIROUGHNESSI ..... " 

Figure 5.2 - Attribute compression for multiple attribute 
storage 
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Block 1 = 

Block 1 instance 1: 
x scale = 1 
y scale = 0.5 

Block 1 instance 2: 
rotation = 45° 

Figure 5.3 - AutoCAD "block" concept 

AutoCAD GRASS 

L-_D_X_F_fi_le_---I -.--....... :4... Vector file ----4... Raster file 

Figure 5.4 - DXF file import concept 
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START 

INITIALIZE 

READ 
HEADER 
INFORMATION 

READ 
BLOCK 
INFORMATION 

INSTANTIATE 
BLOCKS IN 
GRASS VECTOR 
FILES 

WRAP-UP 

STOP 

Figure 5.6 - DXF file import scheme 
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READ HEADER 

LOOK FOR BLOCKS 

IF INSERT, 
INSTANTIATE BLOCK 

y 

START 

LOOK FOR HEADER 
OR BLOCK SECTION 

READ IN BLOCK 
DEFINITIONS 

LOOK FOR 
ENTITIES SECTION 

N 

N 

Figure 5.7 - DXF file import scheme: detailed 
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READ DXF CODE 
READ DXF LINE 

y 

INITIALIZE 
NEW BLOCK 

STORE THE BLOCK 
INFORMATION 

y 

N 
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Figure 5.8 - Reading in block definitions 
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PRINT DIAGNOSTICS 
LOCATE 0 CODE READ DXF CODE 

ATTRIB: 
READ 
ATTRIB· 
UTE 
INFO. 

SEQEND: 
INSTAN· 
TIATE 
BLOCK 

N Y 

INSERT: 
READ 
INSTANCE 
INFO. 

STOP 

(ANY
THING 
ELSE): 
PRINT 
WARNING 

Figure 5.9 - Instantiating blocks 
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... __ .... (16,6) 

(4A) 

Function --JIll"'" Residence 
Office ..,.---

Height ~ 25 
40 ..,.---

Material --""" Stone 
Brick ..,.---

(0,0) (12,0) 

AutoCAD drawing with attributes (DXF file "map") 

ORGANIZATION: MPRG 
DIGIT DATE: Sun Feb 2 13:00:24 1992 
DIGIT NAME: raj 
MAP NAME: acad/testl.dxf 
MAP DATE: 
MAP SCALE: 2400 
OTHER INFO: 
ZONE: 0 
WEST EDGE: 0.00 
EAST EDGE: 18.00 
SOUTH EDGE: 0.00 
NORTH EDGE: 8.00 
MAP THRESH: 00.00 
VERTI: 
A 5 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 4.00 
4.00 4.00 
4.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

A 5 
0.00 12.00 
0.00 16.00 
6.00 16.00 
6.00 12.00 
0.00 12.00 

File dig...ascii/map.BLDG 

A 2 2 1 
A 14 3 2 

File dig...attimap.BLDG 

• 2 categories 
IFUNCTIONIHEIGHTIMATERIAL 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1:0ff~ceI40IBrick 

2:Residencel25lStone 

File dig...cats/map.BLDG 

Figure 5.10 - Output GRASS vector file 1 
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ORGANIZATION: MPRG 
DIGIT DATE: Sun Feb 2 13:00:24 1992 
DIGIT NAME: raJ 
MAP NAME: acad/test1.dxf 
MAP DATE: 
MAP SCALE: 2400 
OTHER INFO: 
ZONE: a 
WEST EDGE: 0.00 
EAST EDGE: 18.00 
SOUTH EDGE: 0.00 
NORTH EDGE: 8.00 
MAP THRESH: 00.00 
VERTI: 
A 5 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 4.00 
4.00 4.00 
4.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

A 5 
0.00 12.00 
0.00 16.00 
6.00 16.00 
6.00 12.QO 
0.00 12.00 

File diLascii/map.HT 

A 2 2 40 
A 14 3 25 

File diLatt/map.HT 

Figure 5.11 - Output GRASS vector file 2 
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6 Obstacle detection 

6.1 Introduction 

Site specific propagation prediction uses physical information about the environ

ment of the mobile communication system. For example, terrain and building information 

is used for a detailed radio propagation analysis, given the transmitter and receiver loca

tions. Hills, buildings, etc. act as reflectors and diffractors for the radio waves (Fig. 6.1), 

and must be accounted for. Efforts in facilitating the use of ~rrain data in propagation 

analyses are described here. 

In this chapter, a review of the literature on this subject is first presented. The inter

facing that needs to be done is defined. The approach taken for achieving this is then dis

cussed. Actual implementation details complete the chapter. 

6.2 Literature review 

Mobile radio communication in any outdoor setting is affected by the terrain to 

various degrees depending upon the transmitter and receiver locations and operating 

parameters such as frequency. Obstacles in the line-of-sight (LOS) path directly affect the 

propagation, while ground reflections may cause problems even in the presence of a clear 

LOS path. An obstacle-free path between the transmitter and the receiver is defined here 

as a path with no objects in the first Fresnel zone. The first Fresnel zone is given by the 

locus of all points such that electromagnetic waves (rays) at the given frequency passing 

through any locus point have 1800 phase difference with the direct line-of-sight ray [1]. It 

is a three-dimensional ellipsoidal region, with its two foci at the transmitter and the 

receiver, and its central bulky part in between them, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Thus more clear

ance is required in the center of the straight-line path from the transmitter to the receiver, 

than near the transmitter or the receiver itself. Any diffracting object placed within the 

Fresnel zone diffracts rays which then can interfere destructively with the direct LOS rays 

at the receiver. Objects outside the first few Fresnel zone generally do not affect the prop

agation to a great extent by means of diffraction [1]. For performance estimation, an engi

neer would need to identify the interfering objects from the terrain and building 

environment of the communication system. 

Diffraction, ground-wave reflection and scattering are the propagation mecha-
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nisms that have been used to model radio wave propagation over terrain. A number of dif

fraction analysis techniques are available in the literature [10][12-16][20][39-42]. Several 

models of hills as diffractors are used [41]. The knife-edge model is sometimes used to 

represent a hill [14][20]. This is somewhat unrealistic and has the disadvantage of taking 

into account only the height of the hill, not its width or surface cover [14][20]. Smooth, 

low hills may be better modeled as cylinders or parabolas of different radii [10][13][15] 

[41-42]. A wedge shape with a finite thickness has also been used as a model [16]. The 

surface effects of reflections, scattering and absorption are considered by a few to different 

extents [10][15-16][20], most thoroughly so in [10]. Most of these approaches assume that 

the terrain variations along a direction perpendicular to the di.i-ection of propagation are 

not significant, and a two-dimensional analysis as in Fig. 6.2 would be sufficient. While 

this assumption will be invalid under several practical situations, it has been justified by 

showing that the thickness of the first Fresnel zone is generally small as compared to the 

separation between the transmitter and the receiver, and few obstacles will be encountered 

in the third dimension [20J. Efforts have been made towards using the three-dimensional 

information for analysis [39-40], but these methods are not popular due to their complex

ity. Comparing the terrain-based diffraction methods to those for handling buildings in 

urban areas, the same assumption about the sufficiency of a 2-dimensional analysis is 

found. Only recently has work been done towards including the third dimension [19]. 

6.3 Approach 

A user interface for diffraction models in outdoor propagation prediction was visu

alized. The outdoor scenario would include buildings and terrain. The programs v.in.

dxfnew, v.cadlabelnew, r.drape and v.in.dxjblk discussed previously perform the job of 

having the environmental data ready for diffraction analysis. A graphically interactive 

program would be very useful. The user must be able to put the transmitter and receiver at 

any location over the region of interest using a pointing device (mouse), and then do a 

line-of-sight analysis. Relevant information about the path would be extracted, such as the 

number of obstacles in the LOS path or the first Fresnel zone, their positions and heights, 

etc. The results would be communicated to a diffraction analysis program in a useful for

mat. A useful by-product could be a map showing the degree of transmitter visibility over 

the region. 

Essentially, the new program developed as part of this work (named d.knifedet, 
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referring to detection of equivalent knife-edge obstacles) detects obstacles in the Fresnel 

zone of the communication path between a given transmitter and receiver. What infonna

tion is transmitted by this program to the diffraction analysis program depends upon the 

needs of the diffraction program. As was seen in the literature review, some methods 

model obstacles as thin knife-edges, while others use wedge or cylinder models. It is the 

job of the d.knifedet program to model the physical terrain profile by an "equivalent" set of 

such objects, and then communicate this infonnation to the actual diffraction programs. In 

the current version of d.knifedet, the obstacles are modeled as vertical knife-edges, i.e. thin 

rectangular planar surfaces in the path. This is a rough approximation, since mountain tops 

are more like rounded cylinders than sharp vertical planes. Vertical building edges can be 

reasonably modeled as knife-edges. These knife-edges can be used in a knife-edge diffrac

tion analysis program [19]. This diffraction analysis program needs the transmitter and 

receiver locations as input, along with the locations and heights of the knife-edges in the 

communication path. It can then do detailed electromagnetic field calculations based on 

diffraction theory, to give the fields at the receiver. Thus site specific information is used 

for accurate prediction of signal levels at the receiver. 

The d.knifedet program is limited in its ability to detect potential diffractors in a 

communication path. It conducts elevation data analysis only in the straight path from the 

transmitter to the receiver as in Fig. 6.2. It does not consider the horizontal dimension 

(into the plane of the paper) for the ellipsoidal Fresnel zone, i.e. the Fresnel zone clearance 

is not checked in the horizontal direction. This assumption is typical and very difficult to 

avoid. The thickness of the Fresnel zone ellipsoid is usually small as compared to the 

length of the path, and hopefully problem situations will be few. But a path that passes 

within a short distance from a vertical cliff will not be flagged as one with obstacles. 

Hence the user's discretion and attention is relied on to note and avoid any such situations. 

6.4 Algorithills and progranl d.knifedet 

The d.knifedet program is based on the existing GRASS program d.profile. The 

d.profile program is used for interactively finding terrain profiles or cross-sections. The 

program prompts the user to choose a particular terrain map, and then lets him/her locate 

the profile end-points on the terrain map with the mouse. The program then finds the ele

vations of all the points in the raster map that lie on the straight line joining the two ends 

of the profile. These elevations are stored in a temporary internal linked list. Then a dis-
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play routine is called to plot the profile in the monitor window. The user may repeat this 

process of selecting and plotting profiles as many times as is necessary. A users' manual 

for the d.knifedet program is given in Appendix B. 

The task of the new GRASS program d.knifedet is obstacle detection. The process 

of obstacle detection occurs in two steps. The ground profile or cross-section is computed 

from the raster file in the first step. In the second step, this profile information (in the form 

of an array of elevation values) is analyzed by a function to detect any obstacles in the 

Fresnel zone. The function for analyzing the profile information for obstacles is first dis

cussed, followed by the general algorithm for d.knifedet. The obstacle detection function 

is invoked after a ground profile has been obtained. The profile data are stored as a linked 

list of elevations of the raster file pixels lying in the path of the profile. The first point in 

the profile data linked list gives the transmitter height, and the last point gives the receiver 

height. The knife-edge detection function (named ExtractKnife(·») is given the transmitter 

and receiver coordinates and heights along with the profile elevation data. ExtractKnife(·) 

first calculates the first Fresnel zone profile (lower half) between the transmitter and the 

receiver. It then steps through the terrain profile from the transmitter end to the receiver 

end, and compares the terrain profile with the Fresnel zone profile, as seen in Fig. 6.3. 

Whenever the Fresnel zone profile dips below the actual terrain profile, a Fresnel zone 

obstruction is present. The first point where the dip occurs is marked as the beginning of 

an obstacle. The two profiles are further compared until the Fresnel zone profile clears the 

ground. This point is marked as the end of the current obstacle. The span of terrain in 

between these two marked points is considered as a single obstacle. An equivalent knife

edge for this obstacle is positioned at the midpoint in the span of this obstacle, as in Fig. 

6.3. The height of this knife-edge is equal to the highest elevation encountered in the 

obstruction. Information about this knife-edge including its position and height is stored 

for further reference. The algorithm for knife-edge location is depicted in Fig. 6.4. A 

Boolean variable named ABOVE keeps track of the current position along the profile. If 

ABOVE is true, this means that the ground profile is above the first Fresnel zone profile at 

that point. 

The algorithm for the complete d.knifedet program is as shown in Fig. 6.S. First, 

the user input is accepted. This includes the raster file to be used for obstacle detection. 

This raster file must contain buildings, too, if they are to be considered in the analysis. 

This is done by the new GRASS programs v.in.dxfnew, v.cadlabelnew, r.drape and v.in.dxf 
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blk, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Other input parameters to d.knifedet are the transmit

ter frequency, transmitter and receiver heights above the ground, optional initial 

transmitter location, and optional number of points for doing the analysis automatically 

(this last option will be explained next). The frequency of the transmitter determines the 

Fresnel zone dimensions. The transmitter and receiver heights are important in the analy

sis because the Fresnel clearance zone begins at the transmitter point and expands to a 

finite thickness as one moves towards the receiver. For fewer obstacles, the transmitter and 

receiver should be kept at a height above the ground, else even flat ground along the path 

will act as a diffractor. 

The user input is now processed. The character strings input by the user are parsed 

by the standard GRASS parser to detect any errors in data entry. Then data consistency 

checks are performed, e.g. it is verified if the raster file to be used is readable, if the new 

file to be produced does not overwrite any existing file, and so on. After this, the initial 

obstacle detection is performed on the raster file if the user has specified so by entering an 

initial transmitter location and a number of points to sample. This is stage two in the algo

rithm in Fig. 6.5. As an example of initial processing, if the user has specified a 3X4 grid 

of initial samples, then the program distributes these points uniformly in 3 rows and 4 col

umns over the raster file. Then it computes that many profiles (12 in this case) - each with 

one end at the transmitter point and the other at one of the 12 sample points. An obstacle

detection analysis is performed on these profiles. Each of these sample points is stored in a 

site file, with its attribute equal to the total number of obstacles between the transmitter 

and that point. This means that for the above example, the sites file will contain 12 points 

(eastings and northings) at this stage. Each point is accompanied by a number equal to the 

number of Fresnel-zone obstacles in a path from that point to the transmitter. (It should be 

noted here that two versions of the program have been developed. The first one, named 

d.knifedet, does the initial analysis for a number of points placed equidistantly along a cir

cle around the transmitter. The newer version, d.knifedet2, does the sampling in a rectan

gular grid fashion as explained above.) 

Once this initial analysis is over, the program goes interactive (stage 3 in Fig. 6.5), 

The algorithm for this stage of the program is shown in Fig. 6.6. The program prompts the 

user to enter sets of transmitter-receiver pair locations with the mouse, and does obstacle 

detection calculations on these profiles. A snapshot taken during this process is seen in 

Fig. 6.7. The profiles chosen by the user are visible on the left of the figure, and the analy-
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sis done on these profiles on the right. The equivalent knife-edges detected are marked. 

This step ensures that the user can study all the profiles of his/her interest. Thus critical 

paths can be highlighted that would not be otherwise considered. For each profile, the 

equivalent knife-edge information is used to obtain a diffraction path loss value for that 

communication path. The path loss is computed using the equations in [43]. Again, the 

receiver locations are stored in the above site file, with the total diffraction path loss from 

the transmitter to that receiver location as the attribute for that site. After the user is done, 

the program uses all these site points to interpolate the attributes over the whole raster file 

in use. Another raster map that covers the same geographical region is then obtained. Such 

a raster map is seen in Fig. 6.8. The results are for a transmitter located on the hill in the 

center. The "height" at each point in this new raster map is roughly proportional to the dif

fraction path loss between the fixed transmitter and a receiver at that point. Thus a broad 

classification of areas in the physical region according to the degree of shadowing from 

the transmitter is obtained. Those areas that are directly "visible" (in the Fresnel zone 

clearance sense) from the transmitter end up with the lowest "heights" in the new raster 

map, while those areas that are highly shadowed from the transmitter are marked by larger 

heights. It may be seen in Fig. 6.8 that the areas that have low diffraction path loss from 

the transmitter have been marked lighter, whereas the areas behind the buildings have 

come up darker, indicating strong shadowing. Thus this new raster map may be said to 

give a measure of shadowing from the transmitter over the region of interest. From this 

information, the user can approximately locate the areas of good and poor radio coverage 

from the given transmitter location. At the end of the program, the list of detected knife

edges is written to a user-specified file, along with the knife-edge height. This information 

may be used by a rigorous diffraction analysis program. 

While the d.knifedet program facilitates the detection of obstacles in a communica

tion path, it is limited by certain assumptions and approximations. One assumption is that 

an obstacle is not too asymmetric, and an equivalent knife-edge may be placed at its mid

point as shown in Fig. 6.3. This assumption may not be valid for some objects with sharp 

drops on one side and a gradual slope on the other. This assumption could be relaxed if a 

weighted average were be taken for determining the knife-edge position instead of the 

midpoint. Another underlying assumption made is that the raster file resolution is suffi

cient, and the length of the path (transmitter-receiver separation) is much longer as com

pared to the horizontal resolution. For example, the 7.5 minute DEM files obtained from 

USGS have a resolution of 30 meters along the east-west and north-south directions, and 1 
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meter in the vertical direction. In order for the profile to be close to the real terrain surface, 

the T-R separation should be large as compared to the resolution (at least a few hundreds 

of meters). This is because the profile is not obtained by interpolation of the raster data 

points, but as just the set of data points that lie in the communication path. Another 

approximation dependent upon the raster file resolution is based on the Fresnel zone max

imum thickness (hMAX at the center of the ellipsoid, as in Fig. 6.1). The value of (hMAX) 

is given by 

J
(LAMBD

4

A) x (d) 
hMAX = 

where (LAMBDA) is the wavelength of the radio waves, and (d) is the transmitter

receiver separation. Consider the transmitter and receiver geometry as shown in Fig. 6.9, 

with (a) as the angle of the line-of-sight path with the horizontal. During the computation 

of the Fresnel zone profile, the line-of-sight path is first determined by linear interpolation 

from the transmitter to the receiver. This process gives rise to some rounding-off errors, 

since the vertical resolution is only 1 meter. For example, an interpolated value of 620.4m 

must be rounded off to 620m, and so on. Then the Fresnel zone profile is computed by 

subtracting the h value at that point from the line-of-sight path, where (h) is the Fresnel 

zone thickness at that point. This process gives rise to two errors - one in the horizontal 

direction (errh) and one in the vertical direction (errv). This method of obtaining the 

Fresnel zone profile is only valid if the horizontal error due to the tilted LOS path is less 

than the horizontal resolution, and the vertical error is less than the vertical resolution. The 

errors are shown in Fig. 6.9 in an exaggerated fashion. The maximum horizontal shift 

error occurs at the center of the path. It is assumed that the maximum vertical error also 

occurs at the same point. These errors are given by 

errhMAX = (hMAX) x (sine) 

errvMAX = (errIzMAX) x (tane) = (hMAX ) x (sine) x (tane) 

The d.knifedet program validates the computation by verifying that the horizontal 
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error is within the bound. The vertical error is a second· order function of (6). When (6) is 

small, (errh) will be small, and (errv) will be smaller. It must be noted that the above for

mulae are only approximate for the error calculation. Accounting for the errors exactly 

will require the solution of the Fresnel zone ellipse. Typically the thickness of the Fresnel 

zone is much smaller than the length of the communication path, hence at small values of 

(6) this computation should be sufficient. 

6.5 Summary 

A new program has been developed at MPRG for performing obstacle detection 

analysis for raster terrain maps. The integration of building data with terrain data, as dis· 

cussed in Chapter 4, is helpful in doing an accurate analysis. An interactive program lets 

the user choose the transmitter and receiver locations over the region of interest and does a 

profile analysis. Intervening obstacles are modeled as knife-edges, and this information 

can be used by diffraction analysis programs. An approximate value of the diffraction path 

loss is computed for each of the receivers. These values are written to a GRASS sites file. 

Using these, an interpolated raster map of diffraction path loss is also obtained for the 

region of interest. This map gives the user a rough idea about areas that are shadowed 

from the transmitter and areas that have a clear communication path. 

S orne directions for further work include extending this program to obtain a rough 

estimate of path loss from the geometry. This would be useful in obtaining an approximate 

idea about specific transmitter coverage areas. As mentioned before, a better way of repre

senting the obstacles would help in a more accurate analysis. For example, the equivalent 

knife-edge could be placed at the peak of the obstacle instead of its midpoint, or a 

weighted average could give its position. Alternatively, obstacles could be modeled as 
wedges or cylinders for a more physically accurate representation. It would be possible to 

treat different obstacles as different shapes, and then use different analysis programs to 

account for these shapes. In case of profile lengths that are comparable to the raster file 

resolutions, interpolations from closest pixel values may be used to obtain a uniform pro

file, as in [10][14]. 
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Figure 6.1 - Portable communication environments 
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Figure 6.2 - Fresnel ZOlle and obstacles 
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Figure 6.3 - Profile analysis method 
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Figure 6.4 - Profile analysis algorithm 
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Figure 6.5 - Algorithm for d.knifedet 
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Figure 6.6 - Interactive process 
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Figure 6.7 - User interface for d.knifedet 
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Figure 6.9 - Approximation during profile computation 
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7 Terrain export to AutoCAD 

7.1 Introd uetion 

Ray tracing is one of several methods used for site-specific propagation prediction. 

Computer programs have been written conforming to object-oriented programming meth

ods to model propagation. The programs utilize building data stored in AutoCAD and 

exported in the AutoCAD drawing interchange format (DXF). For more realistic modeling 

of propagation, it is essential that the programs use terrain data as well. Hence it would be 

useful to have a program that generates a suitable description of the terrain from the raster 

data stored in GRASS and make it available to AutoCAD. This would allow AutoCAD 

and thus the ray tracing programs to handle terrain data in a manner identical to the build

ing data. A triangulated irregular network (TIN) description of the raster data is one possi

ble method for exporting terrain features to AutoCAD. 

In the following sections, the TIN is first defined and its properties are discussed. 

A comparative evaluation of previously used methods for TIN generation is done and their 

salient features highlighted. An approach for this application is then chosen and the rea

sons for this are discussed. Finally the detailed algorithm and implementation is presented. 

7.2 Literature review 

7.2.1 Triangulated irregular networks (TIN) 

Describing three-dimensional surfaces is one of the first functions one would 

expect a GIS to perform. Several data models are currently in use for describing continu

ous geographical properties such as elevation, soil quality, etc. Point models are a set of 

such models that rely on accurate measurements of the surface taken at discrete points 

[25]. Grid terrain descriptions are an example of point models, as are triangulated irregular 

networks (TIN). 

A grid description of surfaces is similar to a raster description, which was looked 

at in Chapter 3 . TINs are now considered. A TIN is a surface model that uses a set of non

overlapping planar, triangular facets based on irregularly spaced nodes or measurement 

points [25] (see Fig. 7.1). This is a vector topological structure made up of a set of nodes 

and a set of straight lines interconnecting these nodes. The nodes can be densely spaced in 

regions with rapid variations in the surface, and widely spaced where the surface is uni-
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form. This allows important topological features like ridges and peaks to be accurately 

captured. 

Both the TIN and the grid models for surface representation have their merits and 

demerits. Data in the raster or grid format is simple to generate and manipulate with the 

help of computers. Terrain data (the primary application for these data models) is widely 

available in the grid format [44]. However, the grid model suffers from data redundancy 

while representing uniform terrain and makes it fairly awkward to deal with data at differ

ent resolutions. Further, grid data generation from a few points is done by interpolation, 

and this process may not reflect the true surface. Also, mathe~atical operations such as 

contouring are difficult or ambiguous [45]. The TIN format is, 011 the other hand, more 

complex, but allows the user to achieve a variable resolution according to the surface fea

tures and thus produce more accurate surface representations. It generates memory-effi

cient descriptions of surfaces. Some further advantages of TIN include their compatibility 

with certain data operations such as contour-cutting, area or volume calculations, profiles, 

etc. However a major problem associated with TIN is that there are many possible differ

ent TIN which can be generated starting with the same set of points [46]. TIN generation 

algorithms are usually more involved and slower than methods for generating regular data 

sets. Another problem is that updating a TIN by adding or deleting points or polygons is 

very difficult [45], as is combining two TIN surfaces [46]. 

Two terms closely related to TIN are triangulation and tessellation. Triangulation 

refers to the process of interconnecting a set of points (regularly or randomly spaced) to 

form non-overlapping triangles. Tessellation or "tiling" is the process of covering a region 

with a set of non-overlapping polygons or tiles [46]. The tiles may be regular (hexagonal, 

square) or irregular polygons. A Delaunay triangulation is a particular form of triangula

tion. It has been shown to produce a set of the most equilateral triangles over a given data 

set [47], which is important for data reliability and accurate surface interpolation. This is 

because long and thin triangles may lead to interpolation beyond reasonable ranges, 

whereas more equilateral triangles represent localized data within a small region and 

allow valid interpolations. The Delaunay triangulation is also independent of the starting 

point for the triangulation process, thus ensuring consistency. A Delaunay triangulation 

can be looked upon as the geometric dual of the Thiessen tessellation [48]. Given a set of 

data points in a plane, the Thiessen tessellation on these points is given by a set of convex 

polygons in the plane. A unique polygon is associated with each data point such that any 
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region in the polygon is closer to the corresponding data point than any other data point. 

The Thiessen tessellation is also known as the Voronoi or Dirichlet tessellation. Fig. 7.2 

illustrates the Delaunay triangulation and its dual Thiessen tessellation. Both the Delaunay 

triangulation and the Thiessen tessellation are the most "accurate" (in the sense of choos

ing the closest nodes as neighbors) descriptions of the relations among randomly spaced 

points in two or more dimensions. 

The task of generating a TIN description of a surface from grid or raster data is 

now considered. It is clear that for efficient conversion, first a few, important points must 

be selected from the set of all grid points, and then these must be triangulated. Here 

"important" refers to those points that are the most useful in describing the surface and 

bringing out its salient topological features such as sharp variations. The TIN obtained 

should also approximate the actual surface as closely possible. A quantitative criterion 

helps one judge the above closeness of approximation and importance of the points. 

7.2.2 Selection of points 

The issues of selection of a set of points from the raster data and the generation of 

a TIN from these points have been addressed separately in the literature. This is presum

ably because a two-stage procedure provides the flexibility of employing separate tech

niques at the two steps for better results. An alternative method would be to start with an 

initial TIN on all (or none) points from the raster data. and iteratively delete (add) points 

and update the TIN. But the difficulty of updating a TIN as a whole is significant, and it is 

easier to first select the points and then do a triangUlation on the points. In what follows, 

selection of important points for triangulation is discussed, followed by a summary of dif

ferent triangulation algorithms that generate the TIN from these points. 

A simple and straightforward way to choose triangulation points from a matrix of 

points is to simply select points at regular intervals, say every 5th row and column. The 

implementation will be easy and the triangulation will be trivial, since the points are 

spaced uniformly. The obvious drawback in this method is inaccurate surface approxima

tion. By adopting this scheme. one would be giving up the advantages of the TIN, which 

are variable resolution for greater accuracy, and elimination of redundant information. 

The point-selection methods that achieve better accuracy take advantage of the 

data distribution in the raster or grid data. Choosing significant points from the raster data 

can also be looked at as eliminating the redundant points. Better point-selection methods 
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eliminate points that are not "surface-significant," Le. those points that can be closely 

interpolated from their grid neighbors are rejected. One method, known as the drop heuris

tic method [49], treats the point selection process as an optimization problem: given a grid 

description of a surface, find the best subset of a pre-determined number of points such 

that when the points are connected into a TIN, the resulting surface gives the "best" possi

ble representation of the original surface [49]. (We qualify the TIN surface that produces 

the smallest average error after obtaining the raster points by interpolation from the trian

gles, as the best TIN representation of the raster surface.) This method begins with the 

entire grid map and iteratively discards the least'important points. During each iteration, 

the accuracy in obtaining each point by interpolation from its neighbors is assessed, and 

the point which causes the least elevation differences if dropped, is discarded. This pro

cess goes on until one is either left with a prescribed number of points or reaches a preci

sion tolerance of height errors. 

Another method for selecting triangulation points from a grid data set is the filter 

method [50]. A 3 by 3 or larger filter is passed over the grid data. The filter lets the user 

measure the importance of the grid point at the center of the filter. It is assumed that a 

point is important if the difference between its actual elevation and the elevation estimated 

from its grid neighbors is large. Those points whose elevation differences are greater than 

a certain threshold are chosen. The filter used is essentially a high-pass filter that captures 

any sharp variations in the surface, where the important points are typically located. 

Generalizing from the above idea of filtering, it is seen that image processing tech

niques may be applied for locating points of interest [51]. An MxM general linear filter 

(Le. one that replaces each pixel in an array with a linear combination of its neighbors) can 

be described by 

M M 
g (x, y) = E E h (x, y, i, j) x f (x + i, y + j) 

i--Mj--M 

where f(x,y) is the original image, h(x,y,i,j) is the filter and g(x,y) is the resultant 
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image. If the weighting function h(·) is independent of the position, i.e. 

h (x, y, i,j) = h (i,j) 

then the filter is said to be a space-invariant filter. Two example 3x3 filters are 

shown in Fig. 7.3. The way the filter is applied to a raster file is as follows: the filter is 

aligned with each pixel in the raster file in sequence. Using the filter weights associated 

with the neighbors of each pixel (see Fig. 7.3), a new weighted value for that pixel is com

puted. This gives the new, filtered value of that pixel. For example,-if the 3X3low pass fil

ter in Fig. 7.3a is used, the pixel over which the filter is positioned at any instant has the 

weight "3," its orthogonal neighbors have the weight "2," and so on. The new value of the 

center pixel is obtained by adding up the nine products of the current pixel values with 

their corresponding weights. The filtered data are obtained after one or more such passes 

over the original raster data. Different filters are used for different types of image process

ing. A low pass filter is used to "smooth" an image and remove impulse noise, whereas a 

high pass filter is used to detect edges. Nonlinear filters such as two-part filters and direc

tional filters are also in use. Typical filtering applications in image processing include line 

detection, curve detection, finding areas, perimeters and gradients, and area expansion and 

thinning [52-53]. The quality of the filtered image depends very much upon the filter used. 

The number of filter passes also affect the image content [51]. In fact no general theories 

are available in the field of image enhancement and processing, and the user's judgement 

and some trial-and-error are required before the best approach is found [54]. The process 

of detecting significant points from a raster image file may be classified under the field if 

image segmentation and description. This involves the partitioning of the image into 

meaningful regions. Appropriate image masking and filtering is used to extract certain fea

tures of the image. Some useful techniques in image processing include histogram thresh

olding, cross-correlation and tracking [52]. Of these, thresholding is of particular interest 

here. Thresholding can be described as reclassifying the image pixel values to obtain a 

new view or description of the image. As an example, for a map showing the density of 

population over a region, thresholding is used to locate areas with higher densities than a 

given threshold density. 

A different approach to the extraction of TIN from raster data is the hierarchy 
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method [55-56]. This is a top-down approach, and it integrates the steps of point selection 

and triangulation. The algorithm starts with an initial, possibly trivial, triangulation on the 

grid points. Each of the triangles in the TIN is evaluated for closely matching the grid 

data. This is done by interpolatirig elevations over the triangle's surface and calculating an 

error between the interpolated elevations and the grid data elevations at the grid points. 

The triangle is sub-divided into smaller triangles if the error exceeds a given amount. This 

process continues to produce hierarchical triangles until either the required error tolerance 

is satisfied or the number of TIN vertices reaches a limit. It must be noted that all of the 

above methods differ only in the technique used to estimate a point's significance; the 

underlying idea of selecting important points is common to ail. A comparison of these 

methods is made in [44]. One criterion on which they are judged is a statistical comparison 

of approximation errors. The drop heuristic method shows the lowest total elevation dif

ferences, means and standard deviations, followed by the filter and the hierarchical meth

ods. In a structural comparison, the three methods were compared for their ability to 

capture topological structures accurately, such as peaks and pits, ravines, etc. Different 

methods were seen to identify different structures with varying accuracy, e.g. the filter 

method selected more peaks and pits, whereas the heuristic method selected the fewest 

ridges and ravines [44]. No comparison of memory efficiency or computational efficiency 

was given, but an intelligent guess suggests that the heuristic method would be the most 

costly, and the hierarchical method should be the most efficient. This is because at each 

stage in the heuristic method, a repeated computation must be performed for each of the 

raster pixels. On the other hand, the complexity is broken down into levels by the hierar

chical method, thus reducing repetition. 

7.2.3 Triangulation algorithms 

Once the points for triangulation are chosen, a triangulation algorithm generates 

the TIN from them. Several triangulation algorithms have been reported in the literature. 

These algorithms differ significantly in the way they process data and generate the TIN. 

Hence some criteria used to evaluate the merit of each algorithm are first discussed. These 

include starting-point invariance, quality of triangles, simplicity, computation time and 

efficiency of data produced. There may exist several valid triangulations on a given set of 

points. Given a set of data points, a triangulation algorithm should produce the same TIN 

irrespective of the starting point or the order in which the data are presented. This ensures 

consistency in case of repeated use, e.g. the contours generated from a TIN on the same set 
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of points will be the same every time. The quality of the triangles is a more subjective 

parameter. The maximum distance of any point inside a triangle from a vertex has been 

used as a measure of the quality [57]. The algorithm should produce "short and fat" trian

gles that are as equilateral as possible, as opposed to long, slivery triangles. This ensures 

that interpolations done on these triangles are valid and depend on the closest neighbors, 

not on far-out points. The algorithm should also be easy to implement, as well as efficient 

in computations. The TIN data structures produced should not contain redundant informa

tion, and must be easily manipulable. Generality of the algorithm has been cited as another 

measure of its value. This involves the ability to-deal with complex geometries including 

reentrant boundaries and multiply connected regions [57]. However, these qualities are not 

necessary for the present application of terrain surface representation, and will not be con

sidered here. 

As a method to generate a TIN from a set of random points, a brute-force approach 

can be adopted, in which one starts with an initial simple set of triangles, and creates new 

triangles as each point is added to this set. This method has the problem of creating ran

dom, thin triangles. This is because no information on the relative positions of the points is 

used, but the triangles are simply added in an arbitrary manner. It is also seen that as the 

TIN is grown by adding points to it, some triangle reorganization is needed. 

A heuristic triangulation method is described in [58]. The algorithm starts with an 

initial "seed" triangulation (possibly non-existent). A point is chosen, and its nearest 

neighbors are determined. Once all the neighbors of a point are found, all the points are 

then connected into triangles. This process continues until all the triangulation points have 

been exhausted. Although the process is conceptually simple, the bottleneck lies in finding 

the nearest neighbors of a point. To facilitate this, all points are initially sorted in the x and 

y dimensions. A circular region is used to locate nearest neighbors. Once a neighbor is 

found, the search area for the next nearest neighbor is a circle passing through the first 

point and the last neighbor found. If a single point falls in this circle, it is the next neighbor 

(see Fig. 7.4a). If more than one point lies in this circle (Fig. 7.4b), the circle is shrunk 

until only one point lies within it. If there are no points in the circle (Fig. 7.4c), it is 

enlarged. In the event that more than one point lies on the smallest such circle, the point 

that creates the most equilateral triangle is chosen (Fig. 7.4d). An attempt is made to min

imize the search area by first searching in the regions closest to the point, and then gradu

ally moving away. But any gains in computation time depend upon the data distribution 
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and fortunate choice of parameters. Every search step involves the calculation of the cen

ter and the radius of the circle, which is a time-consuming task. Also, this is an ad hoc pro

cedure. No explicit directions are available, and one must proceed according to the "look

and-feel" of the current situation. A similar scheme is proposed in [47], where the points 

are treated as numbers in the complex plane for compact descriptions. A double sort on x 

and y axes is used to localize the search. Again, steps such as distance and angle calcula

tions and translation and rotation of axes are expensive, and they depend on the data. 

An algorithm presented in [57] applies a problem-reduction technique to the trian

gulation problem. This technique consists of recursively dividing the original data set into 

smaller portions until each subset is sufficiently small for a very 'simple algorithm to be 

applied, and then solving the problem for the smaller subsets. The regions are divided by 

an appropriately placed "split line" (see Fig. 7.5a), which must be chosen with care. Some 

trial-and-error is involved in choosing the best possible split line for a data set, that divides 

the set into two "equal" halves while keeping the halves as "round" as possible. A number 

of possible splits are found and a measure of how well each does its job is kept. This mea

sure depends upon a product of signed distances of the closest to the split line in each sub

set. Points near the split line (boundary points) are selectively included in one of the 

regions, depending upon their distance from the split line. Some special cases are consid

ered when the region to be split is itself a triangle with interior points. After the triangula

tion is completed, a clean-up step attempts to get rid of long, thin triangles by switching 

triangles in a quadrilateral. In a quadrilateral, the pair of triangles that has the larger small

est angle (Le. that is more equilateral) is chosen, as in Fig. 7.5b. Information is stored in 

lists of points and triangles. Frequently required operations are sorting and stack-keeping 

for triangulation. The complexity of the first (triangulation) step in the algorithm is 

O(n-Iog n), where (n) is the total number of points. The clean-up computation complexity 

is O(n). 

A generalized algorithm for computing the n-dimensional Delaunay triangulation 

for a data set is presented in [48]. First, the Delaunay triangulation and the Voronoi tessel

lation for (n) dimensions is defined. Each data point is an n-tuple, and each unit (equiva

lent to a tetrahedron in 3-dimensional triangulation) is an n-simplex. The algorithm can be 

used to find all of the adjacency relationships amongst (N) data points by triangulation in 
(n) dimensions in time of O(~(2n - l)/n]), assuming that the (N) data points are partially 

ordered. The algorithm is essentially an extension of the algorithm in [58] to (n) dimen-
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sions. One begins with set of n-simplices, and adds the remaining points into the network 

step-by-step. The closest point to a starting point is chosen to find a new n-simplex. This is 

done using a n-dimensional circumsphere passing through the two points. If there is a sin

gle point within this circumsphere, it is the point for the next simplex. Other cases are sim

ilarly handled, e.g. no points inside the circumsphere. Due to the generality of the 

algorithm, many special and degenerate cases must be taken into account. For example, 

multiple points present on the surface of the n-dimensional circumsphere need to be han

dled separately. This leads to an involved algorithm that is difficult to implement on a 

computer. 

The radial sweep algorithm (RSA) [45] is another method. for constructing TIN's 

from distributed data points. The data point that lies closest the centroid of the region of 

interest is chosen as a reference point for further use.The data points are first sorted 

according to their heading (angle made with the x axis) and distance from the reference 

point. The reference point is used as the pivot around which an imaginary sweeping line 

moves in the region and considers all the points (Fig. 7.6a). Triangulation continues by 

adding a new triangle for each new point that touches the sweep line. A list of all triangles 

is maintained with their neighbor information. After the first sweep, a set of triangles con

necting all the points is obtained (Fig. 7.6b). A second sweep is then performed to "round

up" the boundary to a convex shape, as in Fig. 7.6c. At this point, most of the triangles in 

the network are long and thin due to the radial sweep. A triangle optimization step is then 

carried out. This consists of more sweeps along all the triangles with a triangle switching 

involved, similar to that in [57] (Fig. 7.5b). The process continues until no further optimi

zation is possible (Fig. 7.6d). Algorithm complexity is not discussed, nor are the data 

structures. But the initial sorting operation seems to be time-consuming. 

Adaptive hierarchical triangulation [56] is an approach that simultaneously treats 

the two tasks of choosing important points and TIN generation. Before the algorithm 

begins, the required number of levels in the hierarchical description is given, along with 

the acceptable tolerance at each level. Beginning with an initial triangulation, each trian

gle is evaluated for surface approximation. The best places to split each triangle are found 

by calculating four error values - one inside the triangle and one each on the edges. All 

error values measure the difference between the original grid point elevations and their 

projections to the surface of the current TIN. The relative values of these errors are used to 

identify the major surface feature in the triangle (e.g. a peak or a ridge), and the triangle is 
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suitably subdivided so that this feature is preserved. This process of splitting the triangles 

is continued until they all meet the accuracy requirements at the current level in the hierar

chy. The algorithm runs in O(n-ln n) time. The scheme allows the user to look at the sur

face at any of a set of useful levels of detail. This allows fast search, display and 

processing, and makes real-time visualization and simulation possible with mixed-resolu

tion models. Results on the performance of the algorithm have been presented. Measures 

of performance used are sliveriness of the triangles produced, number of levels in the hier

archy, and total number of triangles in the hierarchy and at each level. This method has 

been shown to produce much better (more equilateral) triangles ,as compared to the hierar

chical triangulation method presented in [55]. Overall search time~,for given points in the 

TIN have been said to be at least as fast as in the other method. On the whole, the total 

number of triangles are seen to be fewer. 

7.3 Approach 

A commercially available program for TIN generation from chosen points is 

QuickSurfTM [59]. This program runs as an add-on program to AutoCAD. Its capabilities 

include TIN generation (though no triangle optimization is considered), contouring, profil

ing and volume calculations. An alternative program for TIN generation is the recent 

GRASS program s.voronoi. This program generates the Delaunay triangulation from a 

given set of points. The current version of this program is not perfect and sometimes does 

not obtain proper results. Hence a new GRASS program, r.out.dxftin was created as part of 

this work for TIN generation and direct output to AutoCAD DXF format. 

The various algorithms presented above were compared in terms of ease of imple

mentation, generality and consistency. First, a method for selecting triangulation points 

from a raster file was chosen, followed by one for the triangulation on these points. The 

method of choosing points at regular intervals from the raster file was eliminated due to its 

inaccuracies. The drop search technique [44] is computationally more intensive than other 

methods, since it involves evaluating each raster pixel for surface-significance. While the 

hierarchical triangulation method [55-56] is general and excellent in terms of efficient 

storage and searching, it is somewhat involved. It also allows very accurate surface 

descriptions, which would be useful but are not a stringent necessity in this application. 

The filtering method [50] was seen to be the most suitable for use due to its relative sim

plicity, easy implementation in GRASS and the possibility of applying useful image-pro-
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cessing techniques. Hence despite a certain loss in surface representation accuracy, the 

filter method was chosen for point selection from raster data. 

The triangulation or tessellation algorithms were evaluated with respect to simplic

ity, speed and efficiency, starting-point invariance and quality (accuracy) of the resulting 

surface. The brute-force technique was immediately eliminated due to inconsistency and 

unacceptable triangles. The heuristic methods [47][58] were seen to be difficult to imple

ment due to complicated search criteria, as well as computationally expensive. Similarly, 

the problem-reduction technique [57] can not be. implemented as a "clean/' simple algo

rithm, but relies on several heuristic and data-dependent decisions. It has a relatively low 

computational complexity. The generalized algorithm for n-dimensional Delaunay trian

gulation [48] is an involved algorithm, and this level of generality is not necessary while 

dealing with physical surfaces. The radial sweep algorithm (RSA) [45] was found to be a 

general process suitable for three-dimensional surfaces such as terrain, and the logic was 

simple. It promises an optimal triangulation, though computationally it does not seem to 

be the best choice. The adaptive hierarchical triangulation process [56] is fast and effi

cient, and allows for any level of accuracy. But it is fairly involved, and the degree of 

accuracy seemed to be more than that necessary for this application. After these consider

ations, the radial sweep algorithm (RSA) was chosen because of its advantages of general

ity and simplicity. 

7.4 Algorithms and program r.out.dxftin 

The newly developed GRASS to AutoCAD data export program is named r.out.

dx/tin because it operates on raster files, and produces a DXF format file that contains the 

TIN description of the raster file. The schematic diagram of the algorithm used is shown in 

Fig. 7.7. The complete process of terrain data export to AutoCAD consists of three steps. 

The first step is point selection, which eliminates the insignificant points from the raster 

file and keeps just the important ones. The second step is the main triangulation step, in 

which the chosen points are used to generate a triangulated irregular network (TIN). This 

TIN gives an optimal, Delaunay triangulation on the points. The final step in the r.out.dx/

tin algorithm is the writing of the triangle information to an AutoCAD DXF format file. 

Each of these major steps will now be described in detail. 

7.4.1 Point selection 

The first step is that of point selection from the raster file. This is necessary for 
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reducing the complexity of the problem. As stated previously, the filter method discussed 

in [50] has been chosen. The raster data are filtered by a space-invariant high-pass filter, 

which highlights pixels in the file near which sudden changes in elevation occur. This pro

cess assigns a lower significance to the pixels that may be obtained by a linear interpola

tion from their neighbors, and a higher significance to the pixels that are markedly 

different. Thus fewer points are selected in areas with gentle slopes, and more are selected 

in spots with sharp variations. The actual filtering operation essentially consists of weigh

ing each pixel according to its elevation difference from its neighbors in a square neigh

borhood. This operation is carried out by passing a square weight matrix along the raster 

data pixel-by-pixel, and computing the significance of each pixel. A high-pass filter used 

in this case is shown in Fig. 7.3b. The filtering is accomplished with the help of the stan

dard GRASS raster filter program r.mjilter. The r.mjilter program needs the name of the 

raster file to be filtered, a name for the newly generated filtered file, and a file in which the 

filter description is stored. The number of times a file is filtered is also significant, but this 

tends to distort the significance values of the pixels, hence a single filter pass is used. 

The filtering as implemented in GRASS does not filter the border rows of the raster 

file, since neighborhood information is not available in all directions. For example, for 

pixels along the top edge of the raster data, no information is available about their "north

ern" neighbors. Hence these rows are communicated to the result raster file as they exist in 

the original raster file. This causes problems, since the range of pixel values in the filtered 

file is typically different from the range in the original file. As an example, the original file 

may represent terrain elevation values between 600m and 700m above sea level. But a 

high-pass filtered file obtained from it would contain pixel values ranging from a negative 

value to a positive value such as -20 to +20, the more negative values depicting sharp falls 

or pits, and the positive values representing peaks. Such a file could end up having a bor

der row of values between 600 and 700, causing consistency problems. The GRASS pro

gram r.mjilter does not have a facility to get around this problem. To take care of this, a 

new version of that program, r.mjilternew was written at MPRG. The new program first fil

ters the raster file as in r.mjilter, and then it simply extends the new raster file to overwrite 

the edges (which had values in the 600-700 range). Thus the top row is (probably incor

rectly) a copy of the second row. This simply ensures that all the pixel values in the new 

raster file lie in the same range (in the example, -20 to +20). 

Once the filtered file is available, a histogram of the number of pixels versus the 
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pixel categories in the file is obtained, as in Fig. 7.8. The histogram is generally symmetri

cal due to the symmetry of the filter. Pixels belonging to extreme negative and positive 

categories are the most surface-significant points. The user may request an approximate 

percentage of pixels to be converted to triangulation points. Based on the histogram infor

mation, approximately the requested percentage of pixels are chosen from the filtered file 

by thresholding. This is done by first selecting points at the tails of the histogram and then 

moving towards the center until at least the requested number of points have been 

selected. These points lie within the shaded regio~s in the histogram in Fig. 7.8. It must be 

noted that due to the discrete jumps in the histogram, the final number of selected triangu

lation points will generally not be exactly equal to the user-requested percentage. This is 

worsened by the extra filtering steps, described next. 

The results of high-pass filtering followed by thresholding are shown in Fig. 7.9a

b. But high-pass filtering by itself is not sufficient for obtaining significant points. It can 

give rise to sets of contiguous points (along ridges or valleys), which would generate long 

and thin triangles. Hence these points must be further filtered to avoid undesirable cases. 

Other nonlinear filters perform this function. The first such filter checks for contiguous 

sets of pixels that have been selected in the previous thresholding step. This filter shrinks 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal rows of three or more pixels into just the pixels at the 

ends of the row. That is, for every such set of adjacent pixels, two pixels are selected. This 

avoids the selection of neighboring pixels along continuous lines and generation of long, 

slivery triangles. The resulting raster file after the use of this filter is shown in Fig. 7.9c. 

This step may also not be very effective in avoiding clustered pixels. A second filter does 

3X3 neighborhood checking to avoid such clusters, and shrinks clusters to single pixels. 

To avoid indiscriminate deletion of pixels, the lower right neighborhood of a pixel is 

checked, rather than a symmetric neighborhood around it. The final result after the use of 

all these filters is seen in Fig. 7.9d. The highlighted pixels are those that will be used as the 

triangulation points. A final step adds in the pixels at the comers of the rectangular region, 

so that the triangulation results extend to the edges of the region of interest. Each selected 

pixel is then associated with its actual elevation according to the original raster file. The 

information on these pixels is written into an array of points, with their eastings and north

ings and their elevations, for use by the triangulation algorithm. 

7.4.2 Triangulation 

Triangulation is the main step in this program, in which the points selected by the 
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first step are used to generate optimum triangles describing the raster swface. As men

tioned before, the radial sweep algorithm is used for this. The triangulation is done in three 

stages as shown in Fig. 7.10. The first stage consists of sorting the triangulation points for 

later use, and generating an initial set of triangles, usually non-optimal. In the second and 

third stages, these triangles are optimized to obtain a set of "good" triangles that are as 

equilateral as possible. These three triangulation stages are now described in detail. 

The sorting operation in the first stage is integrated with the storage of the triangu

lation points. One of these points must be chosen as a "pivot" or reference point as seen in 

Fig. 7.6a. This point should be as close to the centroid of the region of interest as possible, 

so that the triangles obtained are uniform. To accomplish this, the distance of each of the 

triangulation sites from the region centroid is estimated, and the point closest to the cen

troid is chosen as the pivot point. Once this choice is made, all the remaining points must 

be sorted according to their "heading" with respect to this point. The "heading" of a point 

is simply the angle made between a line joining the point to the pivot point, and a horizon

tal line passing through the pivot point. The heading information is used for circular 

sweeps along the points during triangle generation. The sorting first occurs according to 

the heading. If two or more points are at the same heading from the pivot point, they are 

ordered according to their distance from the pivot point. 

Once the sorted points are available, the first triangulation sweep is made about the 

pivot point. All the other points are considered according to increasing headings, and tri

angles are formed with the pivot point as one vertex and two other points with closest 

headings as the other two vertices, as in Fig. 7.6b. One complete sweep is made around the 

region to cover all the points. In case two or more points have the same heading, triangles 

are added from these points to the point with the next larger heading, as can be seen in Fig. 

7.11a. All the triangles are stored in an array. Information stored for each triangle includes 

the three vertices that make up the triangle, and the three neighbor triangles. This informa

tion is used later during triangle optimization. During the first sweep, a linked list of the 

boundary nodes is also maintained. This keeps track of the current boundary of the set of 

triangles at any stage in the algorithm. At the end of the first sweep, a set of long, thin tri

angles is obtained. 

The second sweep does a boundary fill operation. This is necessary due to the con

cavities in the boundary, as seen in Figs. 7.6b and 7.11a. These concavities are removed 

during the second sweep, and new triangles are added. The boundary linked list is appro-
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priately updated, and some nodes may be dropped from this linked list. The result of this 

operation may be seen in Fig. 7.6c. The operation is carried out with the help of two run

ning pointers. One pointer, current, keeps track of the current node along the boundary 

linked list that is being checked for concavity along with its two neighbors along the 

boundary. The other pointer, last, points to the node that was last updated. Every time a 

node is dropped from the linked list, last is set to point to its nearest node in the linked list. 

The current pointer always moves ahead (i.e. in the anticlockwise direction) of the last 

pointer. No more updates are required if the current pointer catches up with the last 

pointer from behind. This means that in one full 'Sweep, no updates were made, and there 

can not be any further updates. At this stage, the second (boundary fill) sweep is over. The 

result is an updated boundary linked list and several new triangles during concavity infill. 

The third and final stage in triangulation is the triangle optimization sweep. At this 

point, all the triangulation points have been connected by a set of triangles and the bound

ary of the region has been "rounded" to a convex polygon. However, many of the triangles 

present are non-optimal, i.e. they are long and thin, and a more optimal set of triangles can 

be produced, given the same triangulation points. This optimization stage obtains a more 

equilateral and uniform set of triangles by restructuring some of the triangles. No new tri

angles are created, but existing triangles are rearranged between the points. For this, the 

quadrilateral formed by each adjacent pair of triangles is checked. H the quadrilateral is 

convex and using the other diagonal to split into two triangles would produce better trian

gles, the two triangles are switched, as in Fig. 7.5b. Every such switch affects each of the 

neighbors of the old triangles, and their neighborhood information is updated. The optimi

zation sweep runs over all the triangles until no triangle switching is possible in one com

plete sweep, at which point, an optimal triangulation exists. 

7.4.3 Output to DXF file 

The triangle information generated in the triangulation step must finally be written 

into AutoCAD-compatible format for data transfer. Hence the triangle data are written to a 

user-specified DXF-format file. Each triangle is represented by an AutoCAD "3DFACE" 

entity. This entity consists of four points in space that represent a surface. When using a 

3DFACE for representing a triangle, the third and fourth points are made to coincide. The 

DXF file format is followed including header, tables and entities information (as in Figs. 

3.7 and 3.8). 
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7.5 Results 

The program r.out.dxftin is typical of other GRASS programs and may be run 

either interactively or in its command-line version. If no parameters are specified at the 

GRASS prompt, the interactive :version prompts the user to specify the required inputs. A 

users' manual is available in Appendix B. The program proceeds through the previously 

discussed steps of point selection, triangulation and output to a DXF file. The DXF file 

may then be imported into AutoCAD for display and further use. Results of this process 

are shown in Fig. 7.12. The r.out.dxftin output for the terrain surface in Fig. 7 .12a is shown 

in Fig. 7.12b. It may be compared to the results of the alpha test version of the GRASS 

program s. voronoi, and the commercial package QuickSurf. The same set of triangulation 

points are used in all the three figures. The output of s. voronoi is not guaranteed to be 

complete. On careful inspection, it may be noticed that several triangles are missing from 

the TIN, e.g. in the upper left comer in Fig. 7.12c. Also the boundary of the TIN is not 

convex, as opposed to the output of r.out.dxftin. The number of triangles in the r.out.dxftin 

output was (unexpectedly) seen to be less than the s.voronoi output. This comparison can 

not be extended to the QuickSurf output, since only a demonstration version of QuickSurf 

has been tested, which generates incomplete TINs. The quality of the triangles (Le. fewer 

long and thin triangles) could not be quantitatively compared. On the whole, the r.out.dxf

tin program is seen to be more reliable than the current version of the s.voronoi program. 

The computation times can not be accurately compared, since the r.out.dxftin program 

does the function of point selection in addition to triangulation, whereas the s. voronoi pro

gram assumes that the set of triangulation points is already available. But the triangulation 

part of the r.out.dxftin program appears to be slower than the s.voronoi program. 

The work described in this chapter allows the user to export terrain data to 

Au toCAD. It does not do the task of integrating within AutoCAD the building data with 

the above exported terrain data. If this needs to be done, a new program will have to be 

written that takes the TIN representing the terrain, and updates it so that the buildings are 

incorporated into the TIN. A TIN updating scheme for this has also been discussed in [45]. 

Although the insertion of building data is considered a difficult implementation problem, 

one solution would be to identify the set of triangles in the TIN that overlap the building 

"footprint" (plan boundary), and then insert new triangles such that the building boundary 

corners are included in the set of TIN vertices. This process is depicted in Fig. 7.13a-c. 

The building walls can be then stored as parallelograms along with all the other triangles 
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that make up the terrain. A resultant file that describes the buildings and terrain completely 

may be visualized as in Fig. 7.13d. 

An alternative method to updating the TIN would be to integrate the buildings with 

terrain within GRASS (with the help of the newly developed building data import pro

grams described in Chapter 4) and then generate a TIN from the resultant surface. How

ever, this would not work properly, since any sharp edges in the raster map are lost in the 

process of data "cleaning" during point selection, described at the end of section 7.4.1. A 

modification to the point selection subroutine could handle this, although a penalty would 

have to be paid in terms of the quality of the TIN, since neighboring pixels could be cho

sen as triangulation points, leading to minute triangles. 

7.6 Summary 

An export program for conveying terrain information from GRASS to AutoCAD 

has been presented. A raster surface description in GRASS is converted to a TIN descrip

tion and exported through a DXF file. The filter method has been used to select important 

triangUlation points from the raster map, and the radial sweep algorithm is used for trian

gulation. The algorithm chosen has been discussed and results have been presented. The 

developed program offers relatively stable data conversion. 
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Figure 7.1 - Triangulated irregular network (TIN) 
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Dirichlet Tessellation 

Delaunay Triangulation 

Figure 7.2 - Tessellation and triangulation 
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Figure 7.3 - Sample filters for raster data 
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a) Split line 

b) Triangle optimization 

Figure 7.5 - Problem reduction in triangulation 
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b) Boundary filling d) Triangle optimization 

Figure 7.6 - Radial sweep algorithm (RSA) 
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Figure 7.7 - Algorithm for r.out.dxftin 
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Figure 7.8 - Pixel histogram after high pass filtering 
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Figure 7.9 • Filtering for point selection from raster data 
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START 

" 

INITIAL TRIANGULATION 
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BOUNDARY CONCAVITY 
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" 

TRIANGLE OPTIMIZATION 
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STOP 

Figure 7.10 - Algorithm for triangulation 
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Boundary 
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a) Triangle and boundary formation 

b) Boundary filling 

Figure 7.11 - Triangulation - initial sweep 
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a) Original raster file 
[9700 pixels] 

c) Results of s.voronoi 
(183 triangles) 

b) Results of r.out.dxftin 
(181 triangles) 

d) Results of QuickSuIT 
(incomplete) 

Figure 7.12 - Results of TIN generation 
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Footprint 

a) Original TIN b) Building plan 

c) Updated TIN d) Final sutface 

Figure 7.13 - Possible integration of buildings with TIN 
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8 Conclusions and future work 

8.1 Conclusions 

An application of a GIS in propagation prediction for PCS design has been pre

sented. This work explored the functionalities of GRASS GIS for site-specific propagation 

prediction applications. The data-handling capabilities of GRASS have been molded to 

suit the overall needs of the applications. Several interfaces facilitate the use of site-spe

cific data by diffraction and ray tracing analysis'programs developed at MPRG. GRASS 

has been used for handling terrain and building data, and in: 

i) data storage and management, 

ii) data analysis and generation, 

iii) data display. 

All of these applications of the GIS have been demonstrated by the operational 

programs and interfaces. The experience gained during this project has been documented 

in detail for use by future users. 

The actual interfacing, data handling and analysis has been achieved by several 

programs that can be used as an integral part of GRASS. Work done on these interfaces 

spanned the stages of problem definition, algorithm development and implementation. A 

set of new GRASS programs (v.in.dxfnew, v.cadlabelnew and r.drape) developed in this 

work for importing building data from AutoCAD let the user integrate buildings with ter

rain for diffraction and ray tracing analyses. This step allows a user to obtain a true picture 

of the environment for better propagation analyses. 

The storage of multiple attribute data in GRASS for the purpose of detailed site

specific propagation prediction has been addressed. Vector as well as raster data can make 

use of this facility. This overcomes the GRASS limitation of single attribute representa

tion. A new GRASS program, v.in.dxjblk, facilitates the import and storage of building 

attribute data from AutoCAD. 

An interactive program for obstacle detection, d.knifedet, makes use of the above 

data import programs and helps in diffraction analysis. It uses the terrain and building data 

to estimate diffraction path loss over a region. The user can choose several parameters 

such as operating frequency in the analysis, in which hills are modeled as knife-edges over 
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which diffraction occurs. The results may be viewed by the user in the form of continuous 

surfaces or contours of diffraction loss. 

Work done also includes exporting terrain data to AutoCAD for use by ray tracing 

programs. The program r.out.dxftin generates an optimal description of terrain in the form 

of a triangulation. This information is written to an AutoCAD-compatible file for easy 

data transfer. A related program, r.mjilternew, expands the filtering abilities of the GRASS 

4.0 program r.mjilter, and is used in the terrain export process. 

All of these techniques and programs are part of the efforts made at MPRG toward 

adapting the abilities of GRASS for propagation prediction app~cations. The overall inter

facing capabilities that have thus been achieved include two Auto~AD to GRASS inter

faces for building data import with heights and multiple attributes, a user interface for 

diffraction analysis, and a GRASS to AutoCAD interface for terrain export. 

The work done in this thesis has some drawbacks. Tasks for this thesis were 

defined as and when a need was felt for new interfaces and data exchange facilities. The 

work done was largely dictated by the current state of the various programs and their data 

needs. This has translated into the interfaces being dependent on the current analysis 

methods and data sources. If the methods change, the interfaces developed here must be 

modified suitably, or new interfaces may be necessary. Another drawback is ironically due 

to the fact that all the new interfaces have been designed to function as integral parts and 

additions to GRASS. For this, the GRASS coding practices had to be followed, including 

non-ANSI C code that often uses global variables. This is unfortunate but unavoidable 

since the new programs had to be consistent with the GRASS structure and behavior. 

Apart from this, an attempt has been made at following good coding practises including 

liberal comments and standard function headers. 

It must be noted that the present work did not solve the problem of site-specific 

propagation prediction, but laid the foundations for further work that can rely on the data 

management techniques developed here. This work may be looked at as means to the end 

of propagation prediction for PCS design. Work on this aspect of propagation prediction 

can not be said to be complete in itself, and must continue as the propagation analysis 

approaches evolve into newer methods. 
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8.2 Future work 

Several directions for future work can be seen. Several of the programs developed 

here may be modified to better help in propagation prediction. 

The d.knifedet program could be modified in case different physical models of ter

rain surfaces would be used other than the knife-edge model. Also the knife-edge estima .. 

tion process could be improved for better accuracy, e.g. by using a weighted average 

height for the equivalent knife-edges instead of a simple peak elevation. 

A link between GRASS and a RDBMS (relational database management system) 

would be very useful, as noted in Chapter 5. This would enable powerful query-based 

search and retrieval techniques to be used during data analysis. Work in this area is under

way elsewhere [38], and will probably be published in the future. 

A limitation of the GRASS to AutoCAD terrain export method is that there is no 

simple method to integrate the terrain with buildings within AutoCAD. The export pro

gram r.out.dxftin can not properly export building and terrain data that has been first inte

grated within GRASS by the building data import programs. This is because vertical edges 

in a raster map can not be retained through the point selection process in the program, as 

discussed in Section 7.5. To provide such a facility of integration of building and terrain 

data within AutoCAD, a new program can be written. A possible method for this is found 

in Section 7.5. 

The user interface could be simplified with the help ofXGEN, an X-window-based 

interface generator [60]. Besides these areas of work, efforts will be required as the needs 

of the propagation prediction programs change and different methods are employed. For 

the benefit of new users and programmers of GRASS, a section in Appendix A deals with 

getting familiar with GRASS and learning about its capabilities. 
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Appendix A: GRASS in practice 

The nature of the GRASS software package has been studied in chapter 3. Some 

issues in the actual application of GRASS at MPRG are now considered, with the aim of 

documenting the problems that occurred till now and their solutions. 

A.I Experience 

GRASS has been in use at MPRG since March 1991. It was obtained through DBA 

Systems, Inc. at the cost of $2000, including code distribution tape, users' and program

mers' manuals and limited software support for one year. Versions 3.1 was initially 

installed. Version 4.0 was soon available and is currently operational on the Sun worksta

tions. 

A.2 Understanding GRASS 

GRASS is a comprehensive and complex software package. The concepts and 

operations involved in using it are not simple to pick up, and a long learning period is 

required before a user or programmer becomes adept at navigating through GRASS. This 

section is intended to direct the novice user or programmer to the appropriate manuals and 

show him/her a place to start. It is hoped that these guidelines will make the involved task 

of learning GRAS S easy. 

A to-be user (i.e. one who would like to use the abilities of GRASS for any data 

analysis or display) must be able to use a Sun workstation. An initial reading of reference 

[31] will be very helpful. The user should be familiar with the general ideas behind teInlS 

such as GIS, raster data, vector data and geographical regions. Before starting off with 

GRASS, the user must know his/her purpose in using GRASS, e.g. display a terrain raster 

map with the help of GRASS, do a slope analysis on it, etc. With these steps in mind, the 

appropriate GRASS programs should be studied. For example, the commands g.region, 

d.mon and d.rast are needed to properly display a raster map. This can be found out by 

going through the GRASS 4.0 program quick reference guide or reference manual. After 

getting used to basic tasks such as invoking GRASS 4.0, displaying a raster map and exit

ing, other commands of interest can be studied as needed. A GRASS 4.0 tutorial is avail

able along with the source code distribution. Several other tutorials are available for the 

more popular GRASS programs such as the vector digitizing program (v. digit) and raster 
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map calculator program (r.,napeale). The user should be able to find his/her way about 

after this stage, with the help of the GRASS 4.0 User's Manual. 

A new GRASS programmer (one who would like to generate new applications 

within GRASS and/or modify some of the existing programs) should be able to go through 

the above steps. Besides this, he/she should have read about the GRASS database and pro

gram structure as described in the GRASS 4.0 Programmer's Manual. An ability to pro

gram in C and familiarity with the UNIX operating system is necessary. A programmer 

should also be aware of the different GRASS libraries and available functions (e.g. GIS 

library, display library, etc.) before beginning to develop new programs. After this, the 

programmer can go through existing GRASS programs and learn how the programs are 

set up, including the special arrangement for compiling the programs. Care should be 

taken while developing new programs to use functions provided in the GRASS libraries as 

far as possible, in order to maintain compatibility across different GRASS releases and 

versions. 

A.3 Developing a new GRASS progral11 

The steps to be taken while developing a new program that is to add on to GRASS 

4.0, are described in this section. The GRASS programmer should first note how other 

programs have been set up. An elaborate scheme for having a common central compiling 

utility is used. Standard coding practises should help (e.g. modular code, avoiding global 

variables), but some deviations are unavoidable (GRASS 4.0 code is not in ANSI-C). 

After the code for a new program has been developed, a "home" or parent directory must 

be chosen for it. All of the newly developed programs in MPRG have been placed in the 

directory $GISBASE/src.contrib/MPRG, and this is recommended but not necessary for 

future programs. If any of the standard GRASS 4.0 programs are being modified, it is rec

ommended that first a copy of it be made in the above directory which would then be mod

ified, and that this version be given a new name (e.g. the program v.in.dxfnew has been 

based on the GRASS 4.0 program v.in.dxf). A setup similar to the other programs in that 

directory should be followed. A G makefile listing all the files used should be created. All 

of these files should be owned by the user "grass." (A user account by this name must 

exist; this will be created during the GRASS installation procedure.) After all the files are 

in the proper place, the command "gmake4 . 0" must be given by the user "grass" from 

that directory. This compiles all the necessary files. After the compilation is successful, 
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any old executable file by the program name should be removed from the directory $GIS

BASE/bin. For example, if a new program called d.pathloss is being developed, the com-

mand "rm $GISBASE/bin/ d. pathloss" should be given, substituting the 

appropriate name for $GISBASE. Finally, the new executable file is made available to the 

user by the command "In $GISBASE/etc/front. end $GISBASE/bin/ 

d . pat h los s ". This new version only becomes effective after restarting GRAS S, or giv

ing a "rehash" command if GRASS has been running while the above steps took place. 

During program development and debugging, this process is repeatedly used after making 

changes to the program. 

A.4 Bug fixes 

Being public-domain software developed at distributed locations by different peo

ple, GRASS has inevitably contained bugs. Several of these have been noticed at MPRG. 

The modifications that were done to the code to remove these bugs are discussed now. 

A.4.1 DEM data import 

The GRASS 3.1 program to import digital terrain data in the USGS DEM format 

(A1dem.extract) did not work as expected. The program did not adhere to the standard 

DEM format specified by USGS. An error forced the program to abort while reading in the 

integer elevation values in the DEM file. A temporary fix was made to this program by 

modifying the function get _iflt() suitably. After the fix, the elevations of the points were 

read wrongly: the heights were multiplied by a factor of 10. These problems were over

come with the help of Prabhakar Koushik, MPRG's current system administrator. The 

problem persisted in the GRASS 4.0 program In.dem.extract. This was brought to the 

attention of Mr. Douglas Pew of DBA Systems (contacted at (703) 934-6769), and a rem

edy was sought. After several attempts, no solution to the problem was found. Finally Mr. 

Michael Shapiro of USA-CERL (reached over internet at shapiro@amber.cecer.army.mil 

or by phone at (800) USA-CERL) provided a debugged version of the program, which 

worked. Currently the correct version of the program is being distributed as part of 

GRASS 4.0, and the temporary fix made at MPRG is not needed any more. 

A.4.2 Problems in displays 

The display programs d.3d and d.disp/ay in the GRASS 3.1 version did not work 

correctly. At times, the programs locked up, and had to be forcibly terminated. These 
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problems occured in the Sunview environment on the Sun SPARCstations. Operating in 

the Open Windows environment has been found to be less trouble-prone, and is recom

mended as the standard environment to be used. These problems have been fixed by USA

CERL in the GRASS 4.0 version. 

A.4.3 Bug in DXF import program 

An error in the code of the DXF vector data import program was noticed during 

the development of the program v.in.dxfnew at MPRG. A minor mistake in file 

add_point.e led to erroneous data entry in the J;lew vector file. Specifically, line 81 was 

erroneously 

yinfo[l] yinfo[l]i 

and needed to be changed to 

yinfo[lJ = yinfo[O]i 

This was brought to the attention of USA-CERL, and the error has since been rec

tified in the GRASS 4.0 distribution. 

A.4.4 Other bugs 

Several other "bugs" (undesirable behavior) exist in certain GRASS 4.0 programs. 

A major problem is that any monitor window having data displayed in it can not be resized 

at will. Any display in the monitor window disappears on resizing the window. A call 

must be made to the d.erase GRASS 4.0 program and the data must be redisplayed when

ever a window is resized. Also after an execution of d.profile (GRASS 4.0 program) or 

d.knlfedet I d.klllfedet2 (MPRG's new programs), the monitor can not display data cor

rectly. Hence the monitor display must first be forcibly cleared by resizing the monitor 

window, and a d.erase call made, before the window can be used again. It is quite possible 

that more bugs exist and have not yet been detected. In these cases, the GRASS program

mer community should be notified through the Internet mailing list, and a bug fix should 

be sought. An independent attempt at fixing such a bug will enhance an understanding of 

the GRASS programs, although results can not be guaranteed. 

A.S Installing GRASS 

Version 4.0, the latest version of GRASS, was available in November 1991. It was 

installed with Graham Stead's help. The instructions accompanying the software were fol-
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lowed carefully. The procedure consisted of the following steps: 

1. Set necessary environment variables. 

2. Mount the cartridge tape. 

3. Load necessary programs and files from the tape into the hard disk according to 

instructions. (The list of necessary programs should be obtained beforehand.) 

4. Compile these programs according to instructions. The major steps are as fol-

lows: 

a. Enter machine-specific information. 

b. Run GRASS compilation script; in case of compile-time problems, 

resolve by editing the program files or bypassing that program. 

c. Run GRASS program linking script. 

5. Configure various other machine-specific options, e.g. graphics display drivers, 

print drivers, etc. 

6. Test the installed software. 

A few problems were encountered during the installation procedure. One of the 

GRASS source code files had to be edited to remove an erroneous line of code. The com

pilation script (that takes care of automatically compiling all the 200 GRASS programs) 

did not find certain files in the expected places. These were re-extracted from the tape and 

installed in the proper place. The compilation script executed smoothly after that. 

GRASS4.0 has proved to be an improvement over the previous version, though it 

is still not entirely free of bugs. The major bugs were removed, e.g. run-time locking-up. 

But the bug in the DEM extraction program still existed. Apart from this, GRASS4.0 has a 

better structure and new, improved programs. A welcome feature of GRASS4.0 is that it 

can be executed through the X-Windows environment. 

A.6 User support 

User support for GRASS was to be available from DBA Systems «703) 591-

0800). But their consultants were not able to provide quick or appropriate help. Due to this 

USA-CERL had to be asked for assistance. CERL engineers were contacted with ques

tions about some of the software bugs in GRASS, and cooperation and guidance was 
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readily available from them. In particular, the bug in the DEM extraction program was 

fixed with new files obtained from CERL and the directions for installing them. 

USA-CERL has established two discussion groups over the Internet for GRASS 

users and programmers. These electronic mail forums have been extremely useful in 

obtaining quick help and suggestions on problems and new ideas. Sharing of experience is 

a very useful feature of these forums. For subscribing to the GRASS users' list, one must 

send an email to grassu-request@amber.cecer.army.mil with the subject "sub

s c r ibe YOUR NAME" (without the quotes, a.nd no spaces before the first word). The 

body of the message may be empty. A reply will describe further use of the list. Similarly, 

a similar email message to grassu-request@amber.cecer.army.mil will subscribe a user 

to the GRASS programmers' list. A related discussion group on GIS can be subscribed to 

by sending an email to listserv@ubvrn.bitnet with the subject "subscribe gis-l 

YOUR NAME." 

A.7 Color printing 

Obtaining color printouts from GRASS has been an important concern. GRASS 

itself supports very few (6) color printers and plotters. The most common and well-sup

ported of these appear to be the Tektronix 4696, HP Paint jet XL and any color PostScript 

printer. Many of these are either very costly or not easily available and supported. Also 

compatibility with other software and operating costs limit choices. So far, a satisfactory 

printer has not been identified. It is hoped that a new printer driver becomes available with 

GRASS that will allow MPRG to use a suitable color printer. Displays of vector files and 

contour plots or raster maps may be plotted through AutoCAD after exporting data in the 

DXF file format. 

A.8 Data sources 

Digital spatial data is available from different sources in various formats. The U.S. 

Geological Survey provides vector data in the DLG (Digital Line Graph) format, and ras

ter data in the DEM (Digital Elevation Model) format. The USGS may be contacted at 

(800) USA-MAPS. The Defence Mapping Agency uses the DTED (Digital Terrain Eleva

tion Data) format for the raster data. Vector data is also available in Census Bureau TIGER 

format and from ARC/INFO and AUTOCAD. Besides these government sources, several 

consulting companies generate and sell mapping data. GRASS has the capabilities to read 
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in data from these formats to it's own format, and to output data into some of these for

mats. The data may be stored with reference to one of the standard frames of reference 

used by geographers, e.g. latitude-longitude, geocentric, UTM (Universal Transverse Mer

cator) or free unreferenced X-Y. 
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Appendix B: Manual pages for new progranls 

B.l Progranl v.in.dxfnew 

NAME 

v.in.dxfnew - Imports building data from an AutoCAD DXF file into a GRASS vector file. 
(GRASS Vector Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

v.in.dxfnew 

v.in.dxfnew help 

v.in.dxfnew [-a] dxf=name [Iines=name[,name, ... ]] 
[areaedges=name[,name, ... ]] 
[Ii nela bels=name[,name, ... ]] 
[arealabels=name[,name, ... ]] [prefix=llame] 

DESCRIPTION 

v.in.dxfnew allows the user to import building data into GRASS. Data in the AutoCAD DXF format 
are converted to GRASS vector data. DXF entities including lines. polylines. points. arcs. and 
ellipses will be converted to GRASS vectors. (Currently the conversion of circles does not func
tion.) 

The main purpose of this program is to make available the building data (which are generally avail
able in the vector format through AutoCAD) to other programs that can handle raster data. e.g. dif
fraction analysis programs. The buildings can be thus integrated with the terrain after a conversion 
to raster format. 

The program will be run non-interactively, if the user specifies the name of the input DXF file. Sev
eral optional parameters are present. 

Flags: 

-a 

Parameters: 

dxf=name 

ASCII - convert DXF data into ASCII GRASS vector files. (Default gener
ate binary GRASS vector files.) 

Name of the DXF file containing building data to be imported (including 
pathname). 

lines=name[,name ... .] and/or lilles=in _name}:out_namel[.in _ name2:out_name2 •... ] 
Optional name(s) of the layers in the DXF file that contain data that are to be 
converted into GRASS line vectors. 

areaed ges=name[.name ... .] and/or areaedges=in _name} :out _ name} Lin _ name2:out _ name2 •... ] 
Optional name(s) of the layers in the DXF file that contain data that are to be 
converted into GRASS area vectors. 

linelabels=name[,name , ... J and/or linelabels=in _name} :out _ name} [.in _ name2 :out _ name2 •... J 
Optional name(s) of the layers in the DXF file that contain height informa
tion about the new line vectors. The text in these drawing layers will be 
treated as height attributes for the line vectors (generally specified by the 
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NOTES 

"lines" option above). 

arealabels=name[,name •... ] and/or arealabels=in _namel:oul_namel[,in _ name2:out _name2 •... 1 
Optional name(s) of the layers in the DXF file that contain height informa
tion about the new area vectors. The text in these drawing layers will be 
treated as height attributes for the area vectors (generally specified by the 
"areaedges" option above), 

prefix=name A (short) prefix to be used with the new GRASS files. This option is used to 
avoid the total GRASS vector filenames exceeding 14 characters. 

Alternately, the user can simply type v.in.dxfnew on the command line. without program argu
ments. In this case, the user will be prompted for program parameter values. H none of the optional 
parameters are specified on the command line but a DXF file is specified. all data from all layers in 
the DXF drawing file are converted to GRASS line vectors. 

The input DXF filename should be either relative to the current working directory or a full path
name. 

Any circles in the DXF file are currently not converted to GRASS vector format. However arcs and 
ellipses are properly converted. 

The naming convention of the new GRASS files is the same as in the v.in.dxf program. The reader 
is referred to the manual page for v.in.dxf for a sample conversion. 

The program separates the actual building outline data and the height (attribute) data into different 
GRASS vector files. A bounding box is generated around each attribute in the layers specified in 
the "linelabels" and "'arealabels" options. A new GRASS vector file is generated containing these 
bounding boxes with the height text as their attributes. These must be connected to the original data 
with the help of the program v.cadlabelnew. 

SEE ALSO 

v-in.d:tf. v.support, v.cadlabelnew, v.cadlabel 

AUTHOR 

Original dxf2dig program written by Chuck Ehshlaeger 6/89 
Revised by Dave Gerdes 12/89 
Rev ised and appended by Jan Moorman 7/90 
US Army Construction Engineering Research Lab 
Code for arcs and circles from National Park Service GIS Division 
Written by Tom Howard 

Extended for area as well as line vectors by Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU (Vrrginia Tech) 
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B.2 Program v.cadlabelnew 
NAME 

v.cadlabelnew - Attaches attributes to contour lines or building edges. 
(GRASS Vector Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

v.cadlabelnew 

v.cadiabelllew help 

v.cadlabelnew [-a] lines=filename labels=filename 

DESCRIPTION 

v.cadlabelnew attaches elevation labels associated with contour or building vectors in GRASS vec
tor files. The vector files must have been converted from DXF format to GRASS vector format 
through the v.in.dxfnew program. Any ascii vector files obtained through v.in.dxfnew must be con
verted to binary vector files before v.cadlabelnew can be executed. Also v.support must be run on 
the vector files. 

IT attributes are to be attached to contour lines. the v.cadlabelnew program finds the lines that are 
closest to each box (label) in the labels vector file. That contour line is given the same attribute (ele
vation value) as that of the closest box. 

IT attributes are to be attached to building area vectors. the "-a" flag must be used. The v.cadlabel
new program finds the (closed) area vectors that are closest to each box (label) in the labels vector 
file. That area vector is given the same attribute (elevation value) as that of the closest box. 

The program will be run non-interactively, if the user specifies the names of the input GRASS vec
tor files. 

Flags: 

-a 

Parameters: 

lines=jifename 

Label area edge vectors as opposed to line vectors. (Default: line vectors.) 

Name of the GRASS vector file in which the contour lines (stored as GRASS 
line vectors) or the building outlines (stored as GRASS area vectors) are 
present. 

labels=filename Name of the GRASS vector file in which the height labels (attributes) of the 
contours or buildings are stored as attributes of their bounding boxes. 

Alternately. the user can simply type v.cadlabelnew on the command line. without program argu
ments. In this case, the user will be prompted for program parameter values. 

NOTES 

The files specified in the "lines" and "labels" options must be binary GRASS vector files on which 
v.supporl has been run. These must have initially been obtained through the import programs v.in.
dxfnew or v.in.dxf. which are used for building and contour data import. 

SEE ALSO 

v.in.dtf, v.in.dxfnew, v.support, v.cadlabel 
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AUTHOR 

Original dxf2dig program written by Chuck Ehshlaeger 6/89 
Revised by Dave Gerdes 12/89 
Revised and appended by Jan.Moorman 7/90 
US Army Construction Engineering Research Lab 
Code for arcs and circles from National Park Service GIS Division 
Written by Tom Howard 

Extended for area as well as line vectors by Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU (VIrginia Tech) 
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B.3 Prograln r.drape 
NAME 

r.drape - Drapes a raster file over another (for combining buildings with terrain). 
(GRASS Vector Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

r.drape 

r.drape help 

r.drape base=name drape=name output=name [title="phrase"] [shift=value] 

DESCRIPTION 

r.drape drapes a raster file over another raster file. The purpose of this program is to integrate build
ings with terrain. The complete integration procedure involves three stages: (1) importing building 
data into GRASS from the data source, (2) convert the building data to raster format. and (3) com
bine the raster format building data with the terrain. Step 1 can use the programs v.in.dxfnew and 
v.cadlabelnew. Step 2 uses the v.to.rast program. The r.drape program performs step 3. 

For proper integration, the building raster file must be properly offset vertically. The r.mapcaic pro
gram is used for combining the two raster files. 

Parameters: 

base=filename 

drape=filename 

output=filename 

title="phraseu 

shift=value 

Name of the base GRASS raster file over which the draping is to occur. 
(Usually the terrain raster file.) 

Name of the GRASS raster file to be draped over the base raster file. (Usu
ally the buildings raster file.) 

Name of the resultant output raster file. 

Optional title for the resultant raster file. 

Optional vertical shift for the draped raster file during draping over the base 
raster file. An ingeter number giving shift in meters is expected. 

Alternately, the user can simply type r.drape on the command line. without program arguments. In 
this case. the user will be prompted for program parameter values. 

NOTES 

In order to obtain the true picture of the buildings along with the terrain. the initial input data must 
be prepared carefully. All the building elevations in the building data file must be with respect to 
the same reference leveL This reference level must be below the minimum elevation point in the 
terrain in that region of interest. The offset or "shift" specified as the parameter to r.drape must be 
equal to the elevation of the reference level (for the building heights). The final effect to be 
achieved is that of the buildings "jutting" out of the terrain in the output raster file. 

SEE ALSO 

v.in.dtfnew, v.cadlabelnew, v.lo.rast, r.mapcalc 

AUTHOR 

Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
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B.4 Progranl v.in.dxfblk 

NAME 

v.in.dxJblk - Converts some files in DXF format to ASCn or binary GRASS vector file format. 
(GRASS Vector Data Import Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

v.in.dxtblk 

v.ill.dxtblk help 

v.in.dxtblk [-a1 dxf=llame [buildings=name[,name, ••• ]] [prefix=name] 

DESCRIPTION 

The v.in.dxjblk data conversion program generates GRASS dig. diLascii. and diLatt files from 
some files in DXF format. Each layer in the DXF input file is converted to a separate dig (or 
dilLascii) layer. For each such DXF layer a diLatt file is also created. These output files are 
placed in the dig or dilLascii. and dilLatt directories under the user's current GRASS mapset For 
the purpose of displaying the buildings in GRASS, a vector file is created that contains only the 
building heights as the attributes. This file may then be displayed using the GRASS display rou· 
tines, while a display of the other vector files will have no meaningful interpretation. 

The v.in.dxjblk program has been adapted from the original GRASS program v.in.dxf. Its purpose is 
to import building data from DXF format for applications in site-specific propagation prediction. 
The building data required includes the building outline as well as several building attributes such 
as height, material characteristics (e.g. dielectric constant), etc. 

The input DXF file to v.in.dxfblk must be in a specific format for import. This format is described 
next. A familiarity with AutoCAD's DXF format (cf. AutoCAD Release 11 Reference Manual. 
Appendix C) is assumed. Obtaining a file in this required format may need some data preparation. 

All building data must be present in the block format (cf. AutoCAD Release 11 Reference Manual. 
ch. 9). Nested blocks are not allowed. The building data include the building outline. a single point 
inside the outline (which is used for generating the dig..att file), and a set of attributes as required. 
The building outline may be made up of either lines or polylines. The point should be sufficiently 
"inside" the outline and not too close to a border of the building. in order to avoid errors later in 
locating the point inside the building. The attributes "HEIGHT" must be specified if a display of 
the buildings is needed. An optional attribute "OFFSEr' gives the elevation offset of the buildings 
from a reference point that is common to all buildings. In the vector file that contains just heights. 
the total building height is calculated as the the sum of the values of the two attributes "HEIGHr' 
and "OFFSET". Any other attributes may also be specified, which will be stored as character 
strings. There is a limit of 1023 characters to the total length of the attribute string (including one 
occurence of the separator character "I" per attribute). Thus. we may have 20 attributes. each 
described in about 50 characters. or any other such combination. 

These blocks are then instantiated with appropriate positions and attribute values. Only block inser
tions will be read as building data; all other entities in the DXF file will be ignored. Building out
lines are stored as area edges. 

If no layers are named by the user as those containing building data to be imported, all the existing 
data are scanned for import. IT some layers are named (with or without remap names or aliases). 
only data in those layers are imported. Layemames should preferrably not include "HEIGlIT" and 
"OFFSET", since this may cause confusion with similar attributes. Nor should a layer be remapped 
to any of these names. The convention for deciding what layer an inserted block belongs to. is as 
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follows: first preference is given to the layemame specified in the insert section. If that is not 
present, then the layemame in the block definition section is used. If even that is absent. the data are 
treated as belonging to the layer "NOLAYERNAME". If it is OK to use data belonging to this 
layer. then the data are imported into the dig or di&-ascii file. The vector file with just the buildings 
with the heights is stored with the extension" .lIT". 

Flags: 

Parameters: 

dxf=name 

Output an ASCn GRASS vector (di&-ascii) file rather than a binary GRASS 
vector (dig) file. 

Name of the DXF input file to be converted to GRASS vector format. 

buildings=name[.name .... ] or buildings=in_name:out_name[.in_name:out_name .... ] 

prefix=name 

Name(s) of layer(s) in the DXF input file containing building data. and 
(optionally) the name(s) to be assigned to the GRASS vector data (dig or 
di~ascii) files output. Default: Convert each layer containing data in the 
DXF file to a GRASS vector data (dig or dig..ascii) file. 

Prefix assigned to the dig or dig..ascii and dig..att output file names. 

The names of the GRASS vector (dig. dig..ascii. and dig..att) files output are constructed as pre
fix.extension. where prefix is the prefix name specified by the user and extension is the number of 
the DXF layer from which the data were obtained. If the user does not specify a prefix name. the 
output files take their prefix from the prefix of the input DXF map layer. For example. for the DXF 
file named buildings.dxf containing line data on layer 15. the GRASS vector map layer output 
would be named buildings.IS. The GRASS vector file with the buildings with only their heights 
would be called buildings.HT . 

EXAMPLES 

buildings=15 Outputs building data in DXF layer 15. 

buildings=15,16 Outputs building data in DXF layers 15 and 16. 

buildings=ROADS,WATER 
Converts building data in DXF layers ROADS and WATER. 

buildings= 15: 16 Outputs building data in DXF layer 15. and places it in the dig (or dig..ascii) 
file for DXF layer 16. 

An example of the use of the program is as follows: we need to import building data stored in the 
appropriate format in the DXF file campus.dxf. The file campus.dxf contains building data (i.e. 
block inserts) in layers named ACAD. RECR and MISC. 

The command 

v.in.dxfblk dxf=campus.dxf 

will generate 4 binary vector files named campus.ACAD. campus.RECR. campus.MISC and 
campus.HT . The corresponding dig..att and dig..cats files will also be generated. (No dig..cats 
file is generated for campus.HT .) 

The command 

v.in.dxfblk -a dxf=campus.dxf buildings=ACAD prefix=VPI 

will generate two di&-ascii files. VPI.ACAD and VPI.HT with their corresponding diLatt and 
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NOTES 

diILcats files. (No diILcats file is generated for VPI.HT .) 

Output Filenames: The output filename. prefix.extension. conforms with the GRASS limit of 14 
characters. The entire prefix name is used. a '.' inserted. and as much of the extension name is used 
as the 14 character limit will permit. Excess characters are truncated. To minimize the possibility of 
creating output files with the same names (resulting in loss of data from the DXF file). use the pre
fix option to abbreviate the DXF file name. This will leave the majority of characters available for 
differentiating between layer names. 

Translation: This data translation program does not contain any of the quality control functions 
available in v.digit that will prevent data in an improper format from being input to a GRASS data 
base. 

Editing: If the user asks v.in.dxjblk to output ASCn vector (dig...ascii) files. they must be converted 
to binary vector format before they are usable by most GRASS vector commands. The user can 
convert GRASS vector files from ASCn to binary format by running such programs as v.support or 
v. in. ascii. After conversion to binary format the vector files can be displayed (e.g .• with d. veet); 
however. the user must run v.support on the binary vector files before they can be edited in v.digit. 
The files output by v.in.dxjblk will preserve the data in whatever form they exist in the DXF file. 
This means that output files may contain unsnapped nodes, overshoots. gaps. and replicated lines. 
The data. and the file header information (including the owner's name, map's name. date. and scale. 
and UTM zone) for the GRASS vector files output may require editing by the user in v.digit. 

Only vectors within the current geographic region will be imported. Hence the region must be set 
appropriately before running v.in.cbjblk. 

SEE ALSO 

v.in.ascii, v.in.dxj, v.out.dxf, v.in.dxfnew, v.support, v.to.rast, g.region 

AUTHOR 

Original dxf2dig program written by Chuck Ehlschlaeger 
U.S. Anny Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (6/89) 
Revised by Dave Gerdes 
U.S. Anny Construction Engineering Reseach Laboratory (12/89) 
Revised and appended by Jan Moorman 
U.S. Anny Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (7/90) 
Code for arcs and circles from National Park Service GIS Division written by Tom Howard 

Adapted for building data import from DXF block format by Chaitanya Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group (5/92) 
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B.S Program d.knifedet 

NAME 

d.knifedet - Does an obstac~e analysis with knife-edge detection for transmitters and receivers 
located over a raster map. 
(GRASS Raster Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

d.knifedet 

d.knifedet hel p 

d.knifedet map=name sitefile=name surfac;e=name [coordinate=x,y] [max_dist=value] 
[txht=value] [rxht=value] [freq=value] [profs=value] 

DESCRIPTION 

d.knifedet does a knife-edge detection analysis over a given region using a terrain raster file. The 
purpose of the program is to determine the obstacles in a line-of-sight propagation path between a 
transmitter and a set of receivers located anywhere in hilly terrain. This is achieved by using a ras
ter file for the terrain in the region of interest. A transmitter may be located anywhere. and paths to 
a set of receivers may be analyzed. If the "coordinate" and "profs" parameters are specified at the 
time of program execution. an initial analysis is done for a transmitter located at the position given 
by the coordinate. "profs" receivers are positioned around this transmitter equally spaced along a 
circle of radius "max_dist". A profile analysis is done for each transmitter-receiver pair. 

The obstacle detection analysis occurs as follows. The straight-line terrain profile from the trans
mitter to the receiver is determined from the raster file. The first Fresnel zone is evaluated for obsta
cles. Any such obstacles are modeled as knife-edges. An equivalent knife-edge is placed at the 
center of each obstacle. with its height equal to the height of the obstacle. Each of these knife-edges 
is recorded in the "sitefile". with its attribute equal to its number along the profile. For example. if 
there are 3 distinct obstacles in a given profile (Tx-Rx path). the one closest to the Tx is given the 
attribute" 1". the next one "2". and so on. During the analysis. the Tx and Rx are located at "txht" 
and "rxht" meters above the terrain elevation at those coordinates. The frequency of the radio 
waves affects the Fresnel zone thickness. and it may be entered as an optional parameter. 

Mter the initial analysis is done on the "profs" profiles. the user may interactively choose a set of 
Tx-Rx pair locations and perform the obstacle detection analyses on them. All detected knife-edges 
are recorded in the "sitefile". The data on these points are finally used to obtain a map of "transmit
ter visibility" from any point in the region of interest. This is done by interpolating the data over the 
region of interest. A raster file is produced as a result and stored as "result". 

Parameters: 

map=filename 

sitefile=jile name 

sllrface=fi Ie name 

coord in ate=x,Y 

Name of the GRASS raster file which is to be used as the terrain file in the 
obstacle detection analysis. 

Name of the GRASS site file which is to be used to store the results of the 
obstacle detection. (The locations of the equivalent knife-edges are stored as 
site points. with the obstacle number along that profile as their attributes.) 

Name of the resultant raster file that contains a "transmitter visibility" map 
for the region of interest. 

Optional UfM coordinate of a transmitter location for which an initial anal
ysis is to be done. 
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max_dist=value Optional distance in meters from the transmitter at which the receivers in the 
initial analysis stage are to be located. (Default: 100 m) 

txht=value Optional transmitter height over the terrain. (Default: 2 m) 

rxht=value Optional receiver height over the terrain. (Default: 2 m) 

freq=value Optional frequency of communication. (Default: 900 MHz) 

profs=value Optional number of profiles for an initial obstacle analysis. Only useful if the 
"coordinate" parameter has been specified. (Default 12) 

Alternately, the user can simply type d.knifedet on the command line. without program aIgUIllents. 
In this case. the user will be prompted for program parameter values. 

NOTES 

This older version, d.knifedet, does not do a path loss calculation. unlike d.knifedet2 . This version 
should not be used as far as possible. The other main differences are in the way the receivers are 
distributed over the region in the initial analysis, and the way the site file is generated. 

The analysis is done only in the current geographic region. so it must be first set carefully. 

The modeling of obstacles as equivalent knife·edges located at the geographical midpoint of the 
obstacle need not be always valid. 

SEE ALSO 

d.projile, d.knifedet2, g.region 

AUTHOR 

Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU (Vrrginia Tech) 

Original code of d.projile: Dave Johnson. DBA Systems 
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B.6 Program d.knifedet2 

NAME 

d.knifedet2 - Does an obstacle analysis with knife-edge detection for transmitters and receivers 
located over a raster map. followed by simple diffraction path loss prediction. 
(GRASS Raster Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

d.knifedetl 

d.knifedetl help 

d.knifedetl map=name sitefile=name surface=name [coordinate=x,y] [txht=value] 
[rxht=value] [freq=value] [rows=value] [cols=value] 

DESCRIPTION 

d.knifedet2 does a knife-edge detection analysis over a given region using a terrain raster file. The 
purpose of the program is to determine the obstacles in a line-of-sight propagation path between a 
transmitter and a set of receivers located anywhere in hilly terrain. and then estimate the diffraction 
path loss. This is achieved by using a raster file for the terrain in the region of interest. A transmitter 
may be located anywhere, and paths to a set of receivers may be analyzed. If the "rows" and "cols" 
parameters are specified at the time of program execution. an initial analysis is done for a transmit
ter located at the position given by the coordinate. (rows X cols) receivers are positioned over the 
region of interest in a set of equidistant grid positions. A profile analysis is done for each transmit
ter-receiver pair. 

The obstacle detection analysis occurs as follows. The straight-line terrain profile from the trans
mitter to the receiver is determined from the raster file. The first Fresnel zone is evaluated for obsta
cles. Any such obstacles are modeled as knife-edges. An equivalent knife-edge is placed at the 
center of each obstacle. with its height equal to the height of the obstacle. The number of such 
obstacles for each Tx-Rx path is recorded in the "sitefile". After all the obstacles in the path have 
been detected, a value for the diffraction path loss over the equivalent knife-edges is computed. 
Each receiver location is associated with its diffraction path loss from the transmitter. The total dif
fraction path loss for each Tx-Rx pair is recorded in the "sitefile" as the attribute of the site at that 
Rx location. Thus a distribution of path losses from the Tx over the region of interest is obtained. 

During the analysis. the Tx and Rx are located at "txht" and "rxht" meters above the terrain eleva
tion at those coordinates. The frequency of the radio waves affects the Fresnel zone thickness. and 
it may be entered as an optional parameter. 

After the initial analysis is done on the "rows X cols" profiles. the user may interactively choose a 
set of Tx-Rx pair locations and perform the obstacle detection analyses on them. For each such Rx 
location. the total path loss is noted in the "sitefile" as the Rx site attribute. The data on these points 
are finally used to obtain a distribution of path loss for any point in the region of interest. This is 
done by interpolating the data over the region of interest. A raster file is produced as a result and 
stored as "result". 

Parameters: 

map=jilename 

sitefile=jilename 

N arne of the GRASS raster file which is to be used as the terrain file in the 
obstacle detection analysis. 

N arne of the GRASS site file which is to be used to store the results of the 
obstacle detection. (The locations of the equivalent knife-edges are stored as 
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NOTES 

site points. with the obstacle number along that profile as their attributes.) 

surface=jilename Name of the resultant raster file that contains a "transmitter visibility" map 
for the region of interest. 

coord i nate=x,y Optional UfM coordinate of a transmitter location for which an initial anal-
ysis is to be done. 

txht=value Optional transmitter height over the terrain. (Default: 2 m) 

rxht=value Optional receiver height over the terrain. (Default: 2 m) 

freq=value Optional frequency of communication. (Default: 900:MHz) 

rows=value Optional number of rows of receiver locations over the region of interest in 
the initial obstacle analysis. Only useful if ,the "coordinate" parameter has 
been specified. (Default: 0) 

cols=value Optional number of columns of receiver locations over the region of interest 
in the initial obstacle analysis. Only useful if the "coordinate" parameter has 
been specified. (Default: 0) 

Alternately, the user can simply type d.knifedet2 on the command line. without program arguments. 
In this case, the user will be prompted for program parameter values. 

The older version. d.knifedet. does not do a path loss calculation. This version should be used as far 
as possible. The other main differences are in the way the receivers are distributed over the region 
in the initial analysis. and the way the site file is generated. 

The analysis is done only in the current geographic region. so it must be first set carefully. 

The modeling of obstacles as equivalent knife-edges located at the geographical midpoint of the 
obstacle need not be always valid. 

SEE ALSO 

dprofile, d.knifedet, g.region 

AUTHOR 

Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU (Vrrginia Tech) 

Original code of d.profile: Dave Johnson. DBA Systems 
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B.7 Program r.out.dxftin 

NAME 

r.out.dxftin - Exports terrain surface in GRASS raster format to AutoCAD's DXF format. 
(GRASS Raster Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

r.out.dxftin 

r.out.dxftin hel p 

r.out.dxftin input=name output=name filter=name [percellt=vaJue] 

DESCRIPTION 

NOTES 

r.out.dxftin allows the user to export terrain data in the GRASS raster fonnat to AutoCAD. The 
main purpose of this program is to make available the terrain data (whlch is generally available in 
the raster fonnat) to other programs that can handle vector data, e.g. object-oriented programs. 

The program will be run non-interactively, if the user specifies the name of the raster map. the out
put DXF filename and the filter to be used. 

Parameters: 

input=name 

output=name 

filter=name 

percen t=value 

Name of the raster map to be tessellated. 

Full name of the DXF file. including the path. NOTE: care must be taken 
while specifying this; an existing file will be overwritten. 

The name of a file that contains the filter to be used for detecting important 
points in the raster file. A high-pass filter is typically used. The filter file 
should be in the format required by the GRASS program r.mfilter. A useful 
file is shown below. 

The approximate percentage of points in the raster file that are to be used for 
tessellation. Note that this is only an approximate value, and the actual num
ber of points in the TIN will almost definitely be less than this value. In 
choosing the percentage value, the current region setting must be considered. 
The final absolute number of points in the TIN should be as small as possi
ble. 

Alternately, the user can simply type r.out.t:bftin on the command line. without program arguments. 
In this case, the user will be prompted for program parameter values. 

The output DXF filename should be either relative to the current working directory or a full path
name. An existing file in the same name will be overwritten. 

The percentage of raster points in the TIN should be chosen very carefully. The absolute number of 
points finally in the TIN should be as small as possible for quicker execution. This depends upon 
the current region setting and several run-time decisions. 

The results of the triangulation must be directly written to a DXF file rather than a vector file. since 
there is currently no way to store the heights of the different points making up the vectors. All vec
tors are assumed to be in the same plane. To avoid losing the height information, data are written to 
a DXF file. An option could be provided to write the infonnation to a vector file instead. 
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The process involves triangulation or tessellation of the continuous terrain surface. A triangulated 
irregular network (l1N) description of the terrain is obtained. The process is carried out in two 
major steps: 1. selection of important points from the raster file. and 2. generating a set of triangles 
that cover these points. 

Filtering the raster file helps in point selection. The single most important influence on this step is 
found in the paper "SYS1EMATIC SELECTION OF VERY IMPORTANT POINTS (VIP) FROM 
DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTING TRIANGULAR IRREGULAR NET
WORKS," by Zia-Tan Chen and 1. Armando Guevara. in AurO-CARTO 8 [50]. High-pass filter
ing is used for detecting surface-significant points. Several other filters are used along with the high 
pass filter for cleaning up the data. 

The algorithm used for triangulation is the radial sweep algorithm as described by Anthony Mirante 
and Nicholas Weingarten in their paper "THE RADIAL SWEEP ALGORITHM FOR CON
STRUCfING TRIANGULATED mREGULAR NETWORKS," in IEEE Computer Graphics and 
Applications. May 1982 [45]. 

SEE ALSO 

g.region, r.slats, s.voronoi 

AUTHOR 

Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU (Vlfginia Tech) 
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B.8 Program r.mfilternew 

NAME 

r.mfilternew - Raster file matrix filter. 
(GRASS Raster Program) 

SYNOPSIS 

r.m filternew 
r.mfilternew help 
r.mfilternew [-qpz] il1put=name output=l1ame filter=name [repeat=value] [title="phrase"] 

DESCRIPTION 

r.mfilternew filters the raster input to produce lhe raster output according to the matrix filter 
designed by the user (see FILlERS below). The filter is applied repeat times (default value is 1). 
The output raster map layer can be given a title if desired. (This tit1eshould be put in quotes if it 
contains more than one word.) 

OPTIONS 

The program can be run either non-interactively or interactively. To run r.mfilternew non-interac
tively, the user should specify desired flag settings and parameter values on the command line. 
using the form: 

r.nrfiltenlew [-qpz] illput=l1ame output=name filter=name [repeat=value] (title="phrase"] 

If the user specifies input. output. and filter file names on the command line. other parameters 
whose values are unspecified on the command line will be set to their default values (see below). 

Alternately, the user can simply type r.mfilternew on the command line. without program argu
ments. In this case. the user will be prompted for flag settings and parameter values using the stan
dard GRASS parser interface described in the manual entry for parser. 

Flags: 

-q 

-z 

-p 

Parameters: 

input=name 

output=name 

filter=name 

r.mfilternew will normally print messages to indicate what is is doing as it 
proceeds. If the user specifies the -q flag, the program will run quietly. 

The filter is applied only to zero category values in the input raster map 
layer. The non-zero category values are not changed. Note that if there is 
more than one filter step. this rule is applied to the intermediate raster map 
layer -- only zero category values which result from the first filter will be 
changed. In most cases this will NOT be the desired result. Hence -z should 
be used only with single step filters. 

Edges of the resultant raster file are "preserved". This is to avoid the edges of 
the old (filtered) raster file being carried over into the new resultant raster 
file. This avoids significant incongruities in the result. The new raster file is 
simply extended to fill up the edges. by copying the values of the closest 
cells. Note that this probably results in incorrect values along the edges. 

The name of an existing raster file containing data values to be filtered. 

The name of the new raster file to contain filtered program output 

The name of an existing. user-created UNIX AScn file whose contents is a 
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repeat=value 

title="phrase" 

FILTERS 

matrix defining the way in which the input file will be filtered. The format of 
this file is described below. under Fll.TERS. 

The number of times the filter is to be applied to the input data. Options: 
integer values Default: 1 

A title to be assigned to the filtered raster output map. If the title exceeds one 
word. it should be quoted. Default: (none) 

The filter file is a normal UNIX ASCII file designed by the user. It has the following format: 

TIlLE title 
MATRIX n 

n lines of n integers 

DIVISOR d 
TYPE SIP 

TITLE 

MATRIX 

DIVISOR 

TYPE 

A one-line title for the filter. If a title was not specified on the command line, 
it can be specified here. This title would be used to construct a title for the 
resulting raster map layer. It should be a one-line description of the filter. 

The matrix (n x n) follows on the next n lines. n must be an odd integer 
greater than or equal to 3. The matrix itself consists of n rows of n integers. 
The integers must be separated from each other by at least 1 blank. 

The filter divisor is d. If not specified. the default is 1. If the divisor is zero 
(0), then the divisor is dependent on the category values in the neighborhood 
(see HOW THE Fll.TER WORKS below). 

The filter type. S means sequential. while P mean parallel. If not specified. 
the default is S. 

Sequential filtering happens in place. As the filter is applied to the raster map 
layer, the category values that were changed in neighboring cells affect the 
resulting category value of the current cell being filtered. 

Parallel filtering happens in such a way that the original raster map layer cat
egory values are used to produce the new category value. 

More than one filter may be specified in the filter file. The additional filter(s) are described just like 
the first. For example. the following describes two filters: 

EXAMPLE FILTER FILE 

TITLE 3x3 average, nOQ-zero data only, followed by Sx5 average 
MATRIX 3 
111 
111 
111 
DIVISOR 0 
TYPE P 

MATRIX S 
11111 
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11111 
1 1 1 1 1 
11111 
11111 
DIVISOR 25 
TYPE P 

HOW THE FILTER WORKS 

NOTES 

The filter process produces a new category value for each cell in the input raster map layer by mul· 
tiplying the category values of the cells in the n x n neighborhood around the center cell by the cor· 
responding matrix value and adding them together. If a divisor is specified, the sum is divided by 
this divisor, rounding to the nearest integer. (If a zero divisor was specified, then the divisor is com· 
puted for each cell as the sum of the MATRIX values where the corresponding input cell is non
zero.) 

If more than one filter step is specified. either because the repeat value was greater than one or 
because the filter file contained more than one matrix. these steps are performed sequentially. This 
means that first one filter is applied to the entire input raster map layer to produce an intermediate 
result; then the next filter is applied to the intermediate result to produce another intermediate 
result; and so on, until the final filter is applied. Then the output cell is written. 

If the resolution of the geographic region does not agree with the resolution of the raster map layer. 
unintended resampling of the original data may occur. The user should be sure that the geographic 
region is set properly. 

SEE ALSO 

g.region, r.clump, r.neighbors, parser 

AUTHOR 

Michael Shapiro 
U.S. Army Construction Engineering Laboratory 

Modified to add the "preserve edges" switch by Chaitanya S. Rajguru 
Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group 
VPI&SU 
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